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ABSTRACT 
Purchasing souvenirs from a foreign country is a way for tourists to preserve a memory 
of travel or bestow as a gift to others. Souvenirs are one of the prevalent elements that promote 
the identities of cultures. The purchasing preferences of souvenirs are influenced by various 
attributes, such as local branding, and packaging features. Therefore, distinctive souvenir 
packaging design can both communicate the identity of the culture and attract consumers’ 
attention. In addition to the basic purposes of containing, protecting, identifying, and 
distinguishing products, souvenir packages can deliver a cultural representation. Effective 
souvenir package design can be a way to promote a culture. Each culture has its unique features 
that attract tourists, such as famous landmarks and traditions, and packaging design can help to 
advertise these features. While the souvenir itself is a significant item for tourists to purchase, the 
packaging of the souvenir can include elements for communicating information about the culture 
and attracting tourists’ attention. Thus designing souvenir packages is a way to develop cultural 
representation in the tourism market and promote local products to the world.  
 Because souvenir packaging can represent the culture itself, it can serve to show the 
identity of the culture and allow people to know more about it. Developing the packaging design 
of souvenirs can therefore increase awareness of the culture internationally. 
Although many countries have distinctive identities, a country such as Taiwan struggles 
with an ambiguous identity and a lack of international visibility; most people from other 
countries are not familiar with Taiwan. Developing more distinctive and recognizable packaging 
for Taiwanese souvenirs is a way to present its uniqueness to people from other countries. A 
good packaging design for souvenirs could have a strong impact on people that would be 
valuable for both the product and the country. 
  
viii 
This study examined the visual aspects of packaging design that most affect the decision-
making process in buying souvenirs. A study for souvenir packaging design was developed 
through research tools consisting of field studies, surveys and iterative prototypes for Taiwanese 
souvenir packaging design. By using these methods, the investigator explored the visual aspects 
of package design that could represent Taiwan and also appeal to tourists. 
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CHAPTER 1.    INTRODUCTION 
Problem 
Souvenirs are created for tourists to purchase to commemorate an experience or to use as 
gifts. It is important for souvenir packaging design to communicate across different cultures, as 
souvenirs are typically made for tourists from other countries. A souvenir is a type of cross-
cultural product, which involves the matter of ethnic marketing. As Lipton, the author of 
Designing Across Culture states, “To communicate with your ethnic audiences, you base your 
design on insights into the audience, then imbue these designs with subtle visual cultural cues” 
(2002, p. 9). It is important that designers study the cultures for which they are designing, in 
order to develop the most effective way to express concepts related to the culture to their 
audiences. 
In addition to display basic product information on the package, such as the brand, 
ingredients, product amount, and expiration date, souvenir packaging often includes messages 
about such topics as the history of the product and culture, to the tourists. Attracting tourists is a 
primary goal for souvenir package design; however, it is equally important to convey the 
uniqueness of the culture. Communicating the brand and message immediately in an effective 
way is an important consideration in packaging design (Klimchuk and Krasovec, 2012). 
However, the challenge is that a souvenir package that is designed to attract tourists does not 
always include memorable cultural characteristics. Souvenir packaging that is authentic to the 
culture often need to involve more visual aspects than just those that typically appeal to tourists. 
Tourists pursue visuals related to their traveling experience, memory, preference, and cognition 
of the culture, which are not always authentic (Olalere, 2017). It is important to strike a balance 
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between providing tourists with a worthwhile item that evokes a memory and promoting the 
culture within the global market. 
Taiwan is a small country, that does not yet have high standing in the global economy. 
One possible reason is the strong relationship of Taiwan’s history with China. Blurring of the 
line between Taiwan and China has lasted throughout most of the history of the two countries 
because of disputed territory and political strife as well as the fact that they share similar 
languages and customs (Rubinstein, 2007). Taiwan is also a smaller country, and has had less 
international exposure, than China. As a result, people who have never visited Taiwan or China 
often confuse the two. However, as Taiwan has developed, it has established its own unique 
traditions and individual qualities that make it worth visiting. Successful development of 
souvenir packaging design is one way to potentially help make Taiwan a more internationally 
recognizable country. Developing souvenir package designs that are culturally accurate as well 
as marketable to tourists can enhance Taiwan’s reputation in the global economy. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate ways in which souvenir packaging can appeal 
to tourists while presenting key cultural characteristics. This study therefore spans the field of 
packaging design and that of cross-cultural communication, examining the problem from a 
graphic design perspective through the analysis of both tourists’ preferences and cultural 
representation. This thesis connects the two fields, cultural representation and graphic design, 
through a case study of packaging design for souvenirs. The study focuses on assessing the 
visual attributes of souvenir packaging design, prototypes of which were designed for testing. 
The findings can help designers who are representing cultures through their design work 
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understand how to accurately represent cultural identity and potentially develop a model to be 
followed. 
Goal 
The research described in this thesis discussed and examined two research questions:  
1. When purchasing souvenirs (from another culture), what visual aspects of 
packaging design can influence the decision-making process? 
2. How can the information related to research question #1 inform the design of 
prototype packaging for a souvenir representing Taiwan’s cultural identity? 
The intent of the research was to identify the types of visual form and the cultural aspects 
presented on a souvenir package that were most attractive to tourists. The goal was to design an 
appealing souvenir package that can represent the culture and to identify tourists’ preferences for 
packaging design in purchasing a souvenir. Taiwan was used as a model for this study to 
examine the possibilities of cultural representation.  
Definitions of Concepts 
The following definitions explain how key words were used throughout this document. 
Packaging design 
Packaging design includes the physical and visual aspects of a package. The package is 
not limited to a form; it usually covers or is attached to the product and should contain, protect, 
and identify the product. Packaging design can also help promote the product through creation of 
a unique design of the form, material, typeface, and image. Although packaging design does 
include the material aspects, this study focuses on the visual aspects of the design. 
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Souvenirs  
A souvenir is a product that can be purchased during travel and that represents a culture 
or a place. The word “souvenir” mentioned in this thesis is specifically a product that represents 
a country’s cultural identity as well as the tourists’ experience. They are usually sold in souvenir 
shops, gift shops, or airport shops, although they may also be offered in more common retail 
outlets. 
Tourists  
Tourists are individuals who travel to another culture or geographical area. They tend to 
travel to specific places (instead of a wandering exploration) and are likely to plan the schedule 
they intend to follow while visiting the place to which they travel.  
Cultural representation 
Cultural representation refers to how a culture is being shown and recognized. It is 
sometimes related to a culture’s international reputation. Cultural representation encompasses 
famous products, foods, buildings, music, people, symbols, graphics, and colors, all of which 
become part of a cultural representation that is recognizable internationally. 
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CHAPTER 2.    LITERATURE REVIEW 
Packaging Design 
The field of packaging design encompasses both the visual and the physical aspects of the 
package. Designers see a package as more than a container, a device for protection, or a label; 
they see it as an element that displays the brand identity and promotes the product inside the 
package (Roncarelli and Ellicott, 2010).  
History of packaging design  
The history of packaging design starts with the use of containers. Although people during 
the Stone Age probably had no sense of packaging, they did need to gather, collect, store, 
transport, and preserve the goods necessary for living. They could have used natural materials 
such as plant fibers, tree bark and leaves, and later heated clay, as packaging materials. As 
agriculture developed, preserving and transporting goods became more important, and a way to 
identify and to distinguish between different goods was required. Pictographs were one of the 
methods used by the Sumerians for this purpose. The invention of pictographs became the 
foundation of visual communication for packaging design. Each group of pictographs presented 
information about the contents of the package, who owned it, and who produced it. This gave the 
Sumerians an efficient system of accumulating goods for their economy (Klimchuk and 
Krasovec, 2012). 
As the economy grew, trading flourished around the world. Overseas trading throughout 
Europe, the Middle East, and Asia became popular. Preserving and protecting products along the 
trade routes became crucial for traders as transportation distances increased. In addition, 
identifying and distinguishing products became important as they increased in quantity and 
variety. The idea of trademarking also began and became the foundation of branding. 
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Trademarking was important to traders for the dual purposes of having their goods recognized 
and growing their business (Klimchuk and Krasovec, 2012). 
The topic of packaging design although probably not acknowledged in ancient times, 
became more prominent as civilization developed (Klimchuk and Krasovec, 2012). Businesses 
needed more tools to develop their company and products (Roncarelli and Ellicott, 2010). 
Packaging design was improved even more during the late nineteenth century by the commercial 
development of lithography, the invention of the paper making machine, and the development of 
American packaging (Klimchuk and Krasovec, 2012). Packaging design became the element that 
combined the function of a physical container and visual communication about the product 
inside (Roncarelli and Ellicott, 2010). Containers for products are now seen as important 
marketing elements that encompass the design of form, material, brand, identity, typography, 
color, and imagery, all of which are included in the study of packaging design today (Klimchuk 
and Krasovec, 2012). 
Physical and visual aspects of packaging  
Packaging design includes several different forms of packages and all types of visual 
images. Designers work on the physical form, materials, and structure of packages that are 
appropriate for the product as well as on the design of the text, images, colors, and graphic 
layouts that are suitable to the package and product. These elements need to be organized and put 
into harmony in order to have an effective package design for the product and the market 
(Klimchuk and Krasovec, 2012).  
The form and material of packaging are closely associated to each other, which results in 
the need to have a specific combination that also relates to the product that the package contains 
(Roncarelli and Ellicott, 2010). However, by exploring the design in terms of form and material, 
the designer can produce a package that can be the main focus, and not just a container (Calver, 
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2004). Because packages today are not just for holding a product, collaboration among 
packaging design, marketing, advertising, and branding has become very common. These aspects 
create a diversified perspective and help to develop a broader view for the packaging design 
industry (Klimchuk and Krasovec, 2012). The package sometimes becomes another product that 
is attached to the main one or becomes part of a collection for consumers to assemble (Calver, 
2004). 
Packaging design can be appealing to consumers and increase their desire to buy a 
product because of the graphics on the package. Graphic elements provide visual communication 
for the product. Designers use type, color, and image to create a layout that best presents the 
identity and characteristic of the product (Klimchuk and Krasovec, 2012). Designers sometimes 
work under the graphic guidelines of the brand in order to make the company’s products 
consistent and ensure that consumers readily identify the brand. This makes packaging design 
not only a way to attract consumers but also a strategy to insert the brand. The graphic elements 
on the package give consumers more direction regarding what they want, where to buy, and what 
to trust. It also helps the producer to showcase their brand and feature their product (Roncarelli 
and Ellicott, 2010). 
Souvenir Packaging 
Souvenirs are products purchased by people who travel (Olalere, 2017). Traveling has 
become an important activity for people around the world (Stevenson and Young, 2010). 
Whatever the purpose of travel is, it can create a large market for souvenirs, which stand out not 
only as local products but also as memorable and valuable items (Olalere, 2017). 
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Souvenir packaging design 
Packaging design is a way to increase the value of products, including souvenirs. Whether 
a souvenir needs packaging design depends on the nature of the product and the likelihood that a 
well-designed package will promote sales (Calver, 2004). 
Many souvenirs with attractive packages are consumables, because these items almost 
always need to be in containers and are excellent as gifts. Compared with products that use 
packages merely to identify, protect, or arrange them or make them appealing, edible products 
need to be separated from the environment in order to keep them clean and sanitary (Olalere, 
2017). 
Many countries throughout the world feature their own unique souvenirs, and packaging 
design aims to help create more value, attract attention, and increase consumer desire for them 
(Olalere, 2017). By using type, image, material, form, and structure, a designer can develop a 
package that effectively promotes a country’s cultural characteristics (Klimchuk and Krasovec, 
2012). Some souvenirs are also separated from the platform of mass production so as to stand 
out. The huge number of competitors in the global market and the various cultures within and 
among countries can make the souvenir package unique and valuable (Li and Ryan, 2017). 
Souvenir culture  
 The souvenir culture starts with the consumer mentality of tourists. In addition to taking 
photos and gaining experiences, tourists buy physical products as a practical way to enhance the 
enjoyment of their travel. After the trip is finished, those products serve as items to remind 
tourists of their trip or as gift for them to present to others (Li and Ryan, 2017). At the same 
time, selling souvenirs creates opportunities for countries to promote their local culture 
worldwide as well as providing economic benefits to the local people. In order to induce foreign 
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visitors to buy products, packaging can be used as one of the strategies for developing local 
products into souvenirs (Olalere, 2017). 
 Souvenirs fall into the category of cross-cultural businesses that grow along with the 
increased popularity of traveling (Olalere, 2017). Because a souvenir can stand out as a symbol 
of culture, it should be considered carefully. The visual aspects of souvenir packaging should 
match the general understanding of the country by tourists from most cultures around the world 
(Lipton, 2002). How to express one’s own culture clearly is important. Although a souvenir is 
not always a carrier for delivering detailed cultural information, it can educate an audience 
regarding ethnic aspects. Designers must determine the best way for each souvenir to present its 
cultural identity effectively (Olalere, 2017). 
 The shopping environment is another crucial element in the souvenir culture. A souvenir 
shop can give tourist a straightforward direction regarding what they can purchase as a memento 
or gift. Such shops are usually located in airports or around scenic areas where people are 
especially willing to make a purchase and where products are likely to have well-designed 
packages. Based on tourists’ shopping abilities and desires, the markets devise plans that can 
allow them to obtain the highest profit from the souvenir business (Li and Ryan, 2017). 
Tourists and souvenirs  
Because the primary consumers of souvenirs are tourists, it is important that designers 
appreciate the relationship between tourists and the culture, in order to most effectively promote 
this market (Olalere, 2017). Why do people travel? What are their motivations? What are they 
looking for in a foreign land? Understanding both the mental and physical needs of tourists will 
help designers develop their work so as to appeal to travelers (Wearing, Stevenson and Young, 
2010). 
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Traveling can be associated with the push-and-pull factor between home and other 
places. Tourists escape from their daily lives and travel to another place to pursue an unusual 
experience. Travel involves “the spaces of desire, fantasy, creativity, liminality, reordering and 
enchantment” (Wearing, Stevenson and Young, 2010, p. 10). Souvenirs are the possibilities that 
can carry all those elements and connect the place to the tourist’s home. After the trip, these 
physical items enable tourists to place their traveling memory into their daily life (Olalere, 2017). 
Besides the connection formed between tourists and souvenirs, the relationship of 
souvenirs to the culture that tourists visited strongly affects the souvenir market and the 
purchasing decisions of tourists. Whether or not to purchase souvenirs depends on the tourists; 
after all, the purpose of traveling is mostly about the experience they gain from the culture, not 
about the items they bought. In order to promote a culture, it is advantageous for a society to 
involve its souvenir market (Li and Ryan, 2017). It is important to understand what fascinates 
tourists in the culture in order to improve the marketing strategy and promote the culture through 
souvenirs (Olalere, 2017). Although ingratiating outsiders might not be an act that local people 
are pleased to do, strengthening the connection between consumers and products is how 
marketing works (Wearing, Stevenson and Young, 2010). Using souvenirs to present what 
tourists desire is not covering up the culture, but promoting it. With the involvement of the 
souvenir market, a society does not passively wait for customers, but takes the initiative in 
promoting its culture through souvenirs (Li and Ryan, 2017). 
Cross-Cultural Design 
Cross-cultural design has become popular because of the growth of global networks and 
transportation. Both print and media communication needs to target audiences from different 
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cultures. These audiences view designs through their cultural filter, which challenges designers 
to develop works that can be generally suitable for most cultures (Lipton, 2002). 
Cultural representation 
Cultural representation refers to a collection of aspects of the culture (Berger, 2010). 
Cultural values are not just inherited, but learned. The two diagrams created by Hofstede address 
the idea of culture quite well. In his diagram title: Three levels of uniqueness in human mental 
programming, Hofstede utilized a pyramid form to present three levels of uniqueness from 
bottom to top: human nature, culture, and personality. Culture involves the concept of human 
achievements and a general idea attached to members of a group. His other relevant diagram 
which presents the manifestation of culture at different levels of depth from inside to outside. It 
takes the form of concentric circles, similar to the form of an onion. Value is at the center, 
followed by rituals, heroes, and symbols. Practices are pervasive throughout the ritual, heroes, 
and symbols layers. This diagram is significant because it illustrates how symbols are derived 
and reflective of a culture’s values. A value is an unconscious idea of the worth of something, 
held by those who are a part of the culture; it is the deepest manifestation of culture and difficult 
to observe by outsiders. Symbols, on the other hand, are superficial and can be easily recognized 
by those who share the culture. While a value can be considered an essence of a culture, a 
symbol can be a representation of how a culture can be shown (Hofstede, 2005). 
By the use of symbols, cultural representation can bring in historical and cultural 
meanings instead of a mere simplified version of culture. The essence of culture is important to 
every society, but when it comes to the representation of culture, the focal point changes from 
‘What is culture?’ to ‘how can the culture be shown?’ (Berger, 2010). Saussure’s concept of 
(1857–1913) semiology could be useful; “signifier” refers to arousing the audience’s mind, 
which could stand for the representation, and “signified” refers to the concept that a signifier 
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evokes something in the audience. The concept of culture is admittedly important, but how to 
express the concept to various audiences is even more crucial (Lipton, 2002). 
Because the symbols of different cultures vary over time because of changes of 
conventions and trends, designers are challenged to design symbols that best represent the 
culture (Berger, 2010). Although symbols are not always visual, visualization is an effective way 
to reach various types of audiences. Visual images have the power to attract, connect with, and 
communicate to audiences immediately (Lipton, 2002) which makes use of graphic design a 
common strategy for cultural representation throughout media (Berger, 2010). 
Cross-cultural considerations 
“Symbols of all kinds detached themselves from their original roots and float freely, like 
dandelion seeds, around the world” (Anderson, 2001) (Fraim, 2003, p. 87). Modern 
communication systems enable the interflow between cultures, which encourages people from 
different groups to consider the statement of their culture. Cross-cultural matters are never 
simple, because several perspectives from different groups need to be considered. Understanding 
the culture is fundamental for someone in any type of job that might involve cross-cultural 
subjects (Lipton, 2002). 
Working on a cross-cultural subject is not only about the target culture, but also the 
audience. By studying the targets, designers gain an insight into what kind of cultural cues can be 
applied to designs so as to reach out to the audience effectively (Lipton, 2002). Cultural 
representation should symbolize the culture to both the culture itself and the audience. Culture 
includes a collection of phenomena related to the people who live locally or within the social 
environment, and these people have the right to decide how to represent their culture (Hofstede, 
1991). Because they live in this global network, it is of concern to them to consider possible 
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audiences and avoid any harm, offense, and ambiguity while developing within the global 
market (Lipton, 2002). 
In the context of the global market, it is difficult for designers to avoid the cross-cultural 
issue (Lipton, 2002), because they face the task of interpreting, organizing, and presenting 
messages between cultures (Frascara, 2004). The book Designing Across Culture by Ronnie 
Lipton (2002) addressed several considerations for designers who work on cross-cultural 
designs, including: Observe your audience; check available research on the audience; ask well-
chosen focus groups to check your designs; ask other members of the ethnicity and 
demographics of your audience to check your designs; consider working with a consultant who 
specializes in the ethnicity; and, if language translation is needed, have it done by an expert 
(Lipton, 2002). 
Souvenir packages across cultures 
Souvenirs can be seen as popular cross-cultural products today. These products are 
produced in countries around the world and mostly target tourists as their audience. Souvenirs 
also serve as a type of cultural representation, brand, and advertisement that works within the 
global market. While associated with several kinds of cross-cultural issues, souvenirs are of 
value to tourists because of differences of country, ethnicity, territory, and language. It is because 
of such issues—which vary among different groups of audiences—that the souvenirs can be 
worthwhile for tourists to purchase. Although buying souvenirs is not an option for all tourists 
during their travels, it can be an easy and direct way to commemorate traveling experiences. The 
trend of using souvenirs as gifts, either for oneself, or others, promotes the purchase of products 
from different countries throughout the world (Cao, 2010)  
The sale and delivery of products of all kinds across cultures are common today because 
of convenient global transportation (Lipton, 2002). Souvenirs also travel across cultures, but they 
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require more visual elements on them to represent the culture, since buying souvenirs is a way 
for tourists to commemorate their travels (Cao, 2010) The cultural aspects that tourists seek in 
souvenirs often involve handicrafts, language, traditions, food, history, and customs. When these 
aspects are delivered across cultures by souvenirs, the souvenir becomes not only a way to 
commemorate travel, but also a way to help a culture to progress and reach out to the world 
(Asplet and Cooper, 2000). 
The topic of cross-cultural design fascinates many tourists because of the emotions 
evoked by the unknown and by curiosity. If the culture is a subject for tourists to discover, 
souvenirs could be one of the items they collect along their way to the goal (Stevenson and 
Young, 2010). If photographs are memories recorded by tourists while traveling, souvenirs could 
be the memories that are provided by the culture (Cao, 2010). The souvenirs market offers a 
pipeline for countries to output products and also provides cultural representation globally, as 
well as offering tourists a way to memorialize their travels (Stevenson and Young, 2010). 
Taiwan 
Taiwan is a small island located in East Asia near southeastern coast of China 
(Rubinstein, 2007). Although the Taiwanese usually claim Taiwan to be an independent country, 
this is not the view of most countries in the world, especially China, a country which has a long 
history with Taiwan. The relationship between Taiwan and China has been a contentious issue 
(Roy, 2003). However, this does not diminish the value of Taiwanese culture, which is an 
astonishing social phenomenon worth discovering, aside from the sovereignty problem between 
Taiwan and China (Jordan, Andrew, and Moskowitz, 2005). 
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Taiwanese identity in Asia 
To summarize Taiwan’s history very briefly, the major ethnic group of Taiwan came 
mostly from China. In one period of Chinese history, two governments disputed the sovereignty 
of China, and the one that failed moved to Taiwan to start a new regime (Jordan, Andrew, and 
Moskowitz, 2004). Because of politics, diplomacy, and military disputes with China, Taiwan has 
not been recognized as an independent country by the world. Today, the status of Taiwan is still 
vague with regard to: China claiming ownership of Taiwan and asking for unity as a peaceful 
solution, and Taiwan claiming itself as a country but not becoming independent because of 
suppression by China (Roy, 2003). The end of this precarious situation is not yet known; the 
situation does explain why the culture of Taiwan could be so similar to that of China, and why 
most international audiences know little about Taiwan or see the two cultures as the same 
(Jordan, Andrew, and Moskowitz, 2004). 
Taiwan’s effort to achieve a national identity is still in a stalemate because of its 
awkward relationship with China. It is hard to make progress toward having a formal identity in 
the international world as long as Taiwan denies that it is part of China or China obstructs 
Taiwan’s efforts toward independence (Harrison, 2006). However, talking from the viewpoint of 
cultural identity can make it easier to discuss. The vagueness between Taiwan’s and China’s 
culture still exists, since they are both occupied by Chinese ethnic groups. However, unlike 
national identity, culture is a phenomenon that develops naturally through society, era, and 
convention and whose values are undeniable. Thus although the national identity of Taiwan is 
uncertain, Taiwan is gradually developing its own identity though the power of culture (Rigger, 
2011). 
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Features and traditions of Taiwan 
There is no doubt that the culture of Taiwan has a strong relationship and similarity to 
that of China. However, this does not mean they are the same. Throughout the history of Taiwan, 
several ethnics groups have occupied it. The three groups that have influenced Taiwanese culture 
the most are those of Austronesia, Japan, and China (Cooper, 2013). Taiwanese aborigines, the 
group of people originally from Austronesia became the earliest people living in Taiwan. 
Although they were oppressed after the Chinese moved in, which forced them to become the 
minority, their unique cultural features are still remarkable and are being shown among Taiwan’s 
features today (Xing and Xin, 2003). Taiwan was also colonized by Japan for more than two 
hundred years, which strongly affected Taiwan’s culture. The nostalgic products of today largely 
refer to that period, and some Taiwanese cultural manners are still influenced by the policy in 
force during that era. While Taiwan has a culture that was mostly built on Chinese culture, it has 
also assimilated the cultures of Japan and of the Taiwanese aborigines, which has resulted in the 
development of unique features and traditions for Taiwan (Davison, 2003).  
Popular features of Taiwan include natural landscapes such as Jade Mountain, Lanyu 
Island, and Yehliu Geopark; famous landmarks such as Taipei 101, Chiang Kai-shek Memorial 
Hall, and Tainan Confucius Temple (Taiwan National Cultural Association, 2007); art forms 
such as sky lanterns, palmar dramas, and the dragon dance. Although not all of these features are 
well-known internationally, they are no doubt valuable cultural aspects that can represent Taiwan 
(Reed and Davison, 1998). 
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CHAPTER 3.    METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
The methods and procedures utilized four data collection instruments: An Initial Survey, 
a Souvenir Packaging Field Study, an Online Field Study, and a Prototype Survey.  
Initial Survey: Souvenir Packaging Design Survey 
An initial survey was created to obtain the various viewpoints of a group of respondents 
regarding souvenirs and packaging design. This online survey was sent to all students and faculty 
members at Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa; 995 responses were received. The survey 
consisted of 15 questions about three main topics: personal information, preferences for buying 
souvenirs and packaging design, and memorable aspects of Taiwan. The entire questionnaire 
may be seen in Appendix A. 
Survey design  
  The first part of the survey asked for demographic information: participants’ gender, age, 
nationality, language, and travel experience. The purpose of asking these questions was to 
determine whether participants of different nationalities and languages would give different 
responses. The questions regarding travel experience obtained information on how popular travel 
and tourism were among this group of respondents.  
The second part of the survey collected participants’ preferences regarding souvenirs, 
including the design of the packaging of them in the following areas: the frequency and location 
of purchasing souvenirs; top factors affecting the decision-making purchase; the importance of 
inclusion of native languages; narrative and imagery; additional visual aspects; and the 
participants’ overall interest and curiosity regarding other cultures. Responses to these inquires 
can help to identify the factors that affect decisions in buying souvenirs. 
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 The third part of the survey collected information on participants’ experiences in, and 
impressions of, Taiwan. A dichotomous survey question was used to separate the respondents 
who were and were not familiar with Taiwan. Dichotomous survey questions have only two 
possible answers and are used to clearly distinguish people as to some characteristic. In this 
instance, the respondent could answer either “yes” or “no,” and this response funneled the 
respondents who answered “yes” into an additional set of survey questions specific to those 
familiar with this country and its culture. The reason for this survey question is that participants 
who have never been to Taiwan might have little basis for answering this part of the survey. The 
item that questioned respondents about the visual impressions and colors that represent Taiwan 
were asked as open-ended questions. The purpose was to obtain various answers that could help 
the investigator explore additional aspects that represent Taiwan. An analysis of the initial survey 
responses was used in developing the prototypes of Taiwanese souvenir packages for the second 
round of testing. 
Analysis  
The survey analysis was performed on two groups of respondents: those who have 
traveled to Taiwan and who have not. Responses from all participants were analyzed to 
determine how they typically react to souvenir packaging designs. The responses from 
participants who have been to Taiwan help the investigator to understand their general 
impressions of Taiwan. The entire survey results may be reviewed in Appendix B. 
Of the 955 survey participants, over 60% had traveled abroad and over 50% indicated 
that they often or always purchase souvenirs during their travels (Figure1). Slightly over half 
(54%) of participants indicated that they prefer to buy souvenir in local stores, and the stores 
around landmarks were popular with 38% of the respondents. These two options were preferred 
over online recommendations, airport shops, and other outlets. The results confirm that tourists 
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typically do purchase souvenirs and prefer to explore and obtain them locally during their 
travels. They are especially attracted to items sold at local shops or products sold near famous 
landmarks.  
 
Figure 1 Online survey question: How often do you buy souvenir while traveling? 
 
 Results from two questions also indicate that participants wish to see souvenir packaging 
containing cultural aspects of the place to which they travel. One question asked about 
participants’ language preferences; 45% of participants preferred that languages of the place they 
visited be printed on the package, and another 45% preferred to see both their own language and 
the local languages. Another question asked about participants’ preferences with regard to seeing 
narrative and imagery representing the local culture on the package; over 75% of the participants 
expressed they are willing, and even expecting, to engage with foreign cultures while traveling. 
It was also clear that tourists are prepared to accept and experience foreign languages and visual 
aspects of other cultures.  
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Figure 2 Online survey question: When selecting souvenir(s) to purchase, what are the top three factors that 
affect your decision? 
Multiple factors affect people’s decision-making when buying souvenirs. Therefore, the 
question asking about the aspects which affected participants’ decision-making was designed as 
an open-ended question. Survey results indicate the following aspects affected participants’ 
decision-making with regard to purchasing souvenirs: price, usefulness, appearance, quality, 
uniqueness, portability, durability, and the recipients’ or buyers’ personal preferences (Figure2). 
Among those factors, the price of the souvenir and whether or not it represents the place visited 
were mentioned most frequently in the responses to the open-ended questions addressing these 
topics. This indicates that most participants expect souvenirs not only to represent the place to 
which they traveled, but also to fit into their budget. Packaging design can address both of these 
variables by being economical in form and by enriching the visual images presented on the 
packages. In the development of the package prototypes for this study, lowering the cost of the 
souvenir through a conscious selection of materials and form for the packaging was considered. 
However, the primary focus was on how to most effectively represent place and culture through 
the visual aspects of the package design. The factor of appearance was also a prevalent theme in 
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the open-ended survey results. This indicates tourists do care about the appearance of souvenir 
packaging design. These findings demonstrate the value of the investigator examining how 
souvenir packaging design can influence the sale and marketability of souvenirs, as well as 
cultural representation. The appearance relates strongly to the harmony of typography, logo, 
color, image, and their layout, contrast, and size — which form the foundation of graphic design.  
Survey data also indicated the packaging design of souvenirs affects participants’ 
decision-making. Over 60% of participants agreed that they would keep the souvenir packaging 
if it was well designed. This reinforces the idea that marketing strategy not only adds value to 
souvenirs, but also makes the packaging worthwhile to consumers. The survey results confirm 
that packaging design can greatly contribute to a positive interaction between a product and a 
consumer. Data also showed that over 45% of participants agreed that souvenir packaging 
affected their purchasing decisions. While over 30% of participants had no preference regarding 
packaging design, survey results still indicate that well-designed souvenir packaging can aid in 
attracting and retaining tourists’ attention. 
Survey results indicated that participants want to see photographs and illustrations more 
than typography or mascots on souvenir packaging, as indicated by responses to closed-ended 
questions. (Table1). Those two types of visualization were applied to the packaging prototype 
used in the second survey for further testing. The results of the initial survey also showed that 
participants were most intrigued by the landscape and the history of the place they visited 
(Table2). This reference was utilized later in the study to inform the visual images for the 
souvenir prototype package designs.  
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Table 1 Online survey question: Which of the following appeals the most to you on souvenir packaging 
design? (Please rank your order of preference, with most preferred at the top) 
(Percentages in each ranking) First Second Third Last 
Photography of the culture 45.78% 30.87% 18.07% 5.26% 
Character or mascot of the culture 9.31% 11.94% 27.60% 51.15% 
Typography 12.71% 20.92% 31.98% 34.39% 
Illustration represent the culture 32.20% 36.25% 22.34% 9.20% 
 
 
Table 2 Online survey question: What aspect of other culture intrigues you the most? (Rank the following 
in order of preference, with most preferred at the top.)  
(Percentages in each ranking) First Second Third Fourth Last 
Language 9.45% 13.79% 17.57% 25.52% 33.66% 
History 24.87% 21.39% 20.63% 18.89% 14.22% 
Food / drink 15.31% 18.35% 20.30% 21.17% 24.86% 
Stories / folklore 14.44% 20.41% 22.58% 24.76% 17.81% 
Nature / Landscape 35.94% 26.06% 18.89% 9.66% 9.45% 
 
 
 The survey also elicited the overall impression of Taiwan from the participants who had 
visited there, in order to present the best visual image on Taiwanese souvenir prototype 
packaging. The survey responses informed the design of the prototype. Survey results indicated 
that when participants remembered Taiwan, 40% visualized food and night markets; 18% 
visualized mountains and nature; 12% visualized famous landmarks and buildings, 8% visualized 
transportation and traffic, and 12% visualized the friendly Taiwanese people (Figure3). These 
responses indicate that mountains and food are the two aspects that remind survey participants of 
Taiwan the most. The data also indicted that red, green, and blue were the colors most indicative 
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of Taiwan for a majority of the participants who had traveled to Taiwan (Table3). The reasons 
respondents offered for choosing these colors are that red represents the Chinese culture and 
Taiwanese flag, green represents the mountain and nature, and blue represents Taiwan’s flag and 
the sea around the island of Taiwan. 
 
Figure 3 Online survey question: Please write down three things you can visualize when thinking of 
Taiwan 
Table 3 Online survey question: Please write down the color you think best represents Taiwan, and why. 
Colors Number of votes Reasons 
Red 9  color of Taiwan’s flag 
 Chinese New Year 
 represents Chinese culture 
Green 6  lush mountains and rice fields 
 trees and plants everywhere 
 it's Formosa! 
Blue 4  color of Taiwan’s flag 
 water and sky 
White 1  color of Taiwan’s flag 
Black 1  night market 
Teal 1  The island seems like this color by satellite 
imagery and is also a mixture of the colors of 
the two largest political parties. 
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The survey results that became important referents for the prototype survey were 
participants’ preferences for souvenir packages, visual aspects of the culture, and participants’ 
impressions of Taiwan. These were used as the basis of developing the packaging prototype 
survey. 
Souvenir Packaging Field Study 
This study was conducted to establish a point of reference for souvenirs found in 
Taiwan’s airport and local gift shops. These gift shops use packages that are intentionally 
designed to attract tourists, so they provide good examples for this study. The field study 
explored diverse Taiwanese souvenirs or gift packages from the market and analyzed the design 
used commonly throughout the packaging referents. The entire reference of package pictures is 
shown in Appendix D. 
This study used five packaging design elements to analyze the packaging designs found 
in Taiwan: typography, color, imagery, structure, and material (Klimchuk and Krasovec, 2012). 
Typography—The typeface presented on packages varies in style. Since it is used to 
identify the name and brand of the product, it should be clear so that the consumer can easily 
read it. Typography in English conveys a casual or upscale feeling by using script or serif 
typeface. From the observation of the reviewer, Chinese typography combined well with 
graphics on the packaging because of its artistic shape. (Figure4) 
 
Figure 4 Packaging design examples (Typography) 
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Color—Packaging for edible products often uses red and yellow. Use of red for 
packaging design is common in Taiwan, because red is an auspicious color in Chinese culture. 
Bright and strong colors are used often in order to grab consumers’ attention. Darker colors are 
also used often to create an upscale feeling for the product. (Figure5) 
 
Figure 5 Packaging design examples (color) 
 
Imagery—Traditional Chinese patterns are used very often, either as the main graphic or 
as a background image, as a way to strongly suggest Chinese culture. Packaging designs for food 
items usually provide product images on the packages. Illustrations are also used often on 
packages of snacks and desserts. Packaging designs for drinks usually do not provide product 
photos, but instead use Chinese characters and patterns frequently. (Figure6) 
 
Figure 6 Packaging design examples (imagery) 
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Structure—The structure of gift packaging is often that of a square or round box, which 
are two forms that can be easily carried. The package design for gifts sometimes includes a 
handle for customers to hold. (Figure7) 
 
Figure 7 Packaging design examples (structure) 
 
Material—The two gift packaging materials used most often are paper and wood. These 
two materials are easy to form and design. Wooden boxes are not used as often as paper, but 
wood provides good protection and implies quality for packaging. (Figure8) 
 
Figure 8 Packaging design examples (material) 
 
Online Field Study: Popular Taiwanese Souvenirs and Tourists’ Destinations 
A digital survey of website was conducted to determine the most favored souvenirs and 
destinations for tourism in Taiwan. Search results provided the foundation for the design of the 
packages for the packaging prototype survey. 
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Ten websites that cover Taiwanese souvenirs were investigated (see Appendix E. Online 
Field Survey Web Sites). Two souvenirs were mentioned most frequently: pineapple pastry and 
tea. In the ten websites survey, pineapple pastries were mentioned 100% of the time as tourist 
favorites, while tea was mentioned 80% of the time. Other souvenirs were mentioned 40% of the 
time or less (Figure9). In this study, one souvenir was utilized as an example for the souvenir 
prototype package design. Despite the importance of selecting a souvenir popular enough to 
represent Taiwan, the main focus of this study was on the package design, not the souvenir itself. 
Pineapple pastry was selected as a souvenir for the packaging study because of its popularity, as 
seen in the results of the online field study. Pineapple pastry is a traditional Taiwanese dessert. 
One reason for its popularity among tourists is likely its small size, which makes it easy to travel 
with. It is also easy to preserve, as it does not need to be refrigerated.  
 
Figure 9 Online research of tourists’ favorite Taiwanese souvenir 
 
Five websites about tourists’ favorite destinations in Taiwan were investigated (see 
Appendix D. Online Field Survey Web Sites). Popular places in Taiwan that were mentioned 
most frequently were Taipei 101, National Palace Museum, Taroko National Park, Sun Moon 
Lake, Orchid Island, Chiang Kai Shek Memorial Hall, Longshan Temple, and Alishan. Some of 
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these were chosen to be part of the imagery for the prototype packaging. The purpose of this 
online research was to identify popular and recognizable places in Taiwan that are most likely to 
attract tourists’ attentions.  
Prototype Survey: Analysis of Visual Attributes of Souvenir Packaging Design 
Four different visual images were designed for the testing of the souvenir package design. 
Results from the initial survey helped to identify which visual aspects should be investigated in 
this survey. The purpose of this survey is to better understand which visual aspects of souvenir 
packaging design attracts tourists the most. The prototypes being designed in this test represented 
one specific country: Taiwan. 
Survey design   
This prototype survey focused on the packaging design of pineapple pastries in Taiwan, 
based on the results of an online field survey of popular Taiwan souvenirs and destinations. Four 
packages with different images were designed on the basis of the initial survey results. This 
prototype survey was intended to allow for better understanding of participants’ purchasing 
preferences when choosing from among these four prototypes. 
Thirty-four participants were invited to participate in an in-person survey, 17 of whom 
had been to Taiwan and other 17 of whom had not. Among the 17 who had been to Taiwan, 9 are 
Taiwanese and 8 of them are not. The purpose of utilizing these contrasting groups was to 
compare the purchasing decisions of tourists who are familiar with Taiwan to the decision of 
those who are not, as well as to examine different purchasing preferences between native and 
international respondents. However, it should be noted, one limitation of this survey was the 
smaller overall sampling number than the original survey conducted for this study. 
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Participants were asked to ignore the cost of the package prototypes and to assume that 
they had the same price. Participants were also asked to focus on the front image of each package 
and to make a decision based on their first impression. Participants were asked to make choices 
and rank their order of preference after seeing the four packages (described in the following 
section). Quantitative data was collected regarding the popularity of each design. Test subjects 
were also encouraged to talk about their feelings and the decision-making process so that 
additional qualitative data could be collected. The interview process was voice-recorded to 
provide accurate data for final analysis. This survey had an IRB approval to secured participants’ 
right. The approval form and documents can be review in Appendix C.  
Design of packaging prototypes 
Based on the initial survey results of the cultural and visual aspects that participants 
prefer to see when buying souvenirs, the prototype survey tested responses to four different 
images on the souvenir packaging. The package form was common, simple square shape, in 
order to allow the participants to focus on the visual images. One of the images depicts the 
famous landscapes and landmarks of Taiwan, while another shows aspect of its history. These 
two topics were each depicted in two different styles: a photographic style and an illustrative 
style. The four images were applied to the same packaging format, allowing participants to focus 
on the visual aspects of the packages rather than the form, so that the investigator could obtain a 
focused response regarding tourists’ preferences for visual aspects of souvenir packaging. 
Landscape topic in photographic style (Figure 10) 
The first prototype displays a photographic style image that represents Taiwan’s famous 
landscapes and landmarks. It is composed of six photos of Taiwan’s popular scenery, from north 
to south, in one image. This image showed different features of Taiwan in order to present 
overall landscape characteristics and unique environmental features. The stock image website 
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Pixabay and Unsplash were utilized to secure the imagery. The advantage of using professional, 
high-quality photos is to attract tourists and raise their interest in Taiwan. Beautiful photos can 
intrigue tourists to travel to Taiwan to see the actual scenery shown in the photographs. The 
compositing image displays several scenes at once; however, it is designed so that it allows 
visual recognition of each landmark. Supporting descriptions in English are featured on the back 
of the package to help tourists identify each scene shown in the image and to provide further 
information and promote more cultural interest. 
  
Figure 10 First prototype (front and back): landscape topic in photographic style 
 
Landscape topic in illustrative style (Figure 11)  
The second prototype featured the same cultural elements (Taiwan’s famous landscapes 
and landmarks) used in the first prototype. Although the same image content is depicted, it is 
done in an illustrative style, with an image developed through a flat-color depiction of the 
photograph. The reason for choosing this type of graphic style was to retain the details of the 
landscapes and landmarks, but present them in an illustrative manner. The style differences 
between prototype one and two aids the investigator in assessing which type of image was most 
appealing to the participants. 
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Figure 11 Second prototype (front and back): landscape topic in illustrative style 
 
History topic in photographic style (Figure 12) 
The third and fourth prototypes focused on a different kind of subject matter, displaying 
an image representing Taiwan’s history. Taiwan’s history related to the production of fruit is 
represented through the background of the image and was used to make a connection to the 
pineapple pastry. The image is composed of several photos, lines, shapes, and typefaces to create 
a graphic style reminiscent of a Taiwanese package from the 1960s. The graphic style of this 
nostalgic Taiwanese package utilized images of young women holding a pineapple together with 
traditional patterns on the back. The frame on each side of the girl represents a traditional image 
style, showing Chinese characters with messages of blessings. A majority of the writing is in 
Chinese to further refer to traditional Taiwanese imagery. English descriptions printed on the 
back of the package are a translation of the Chinese characters. These descriptions are a 
secondary design feature of the package, providing tourists with further information and 
promoting Taiwan’s culture and history. The purpose of using this image content and historic 
style is to appeal to participants who are interested in the history of other cultures, as suggested 
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by the initial survey results. This survey indicated that a majority of individuals are attracted to 
graphics that represent the traditional culture. 
  
Figure 12 Third prototype (front and back): history topic in photographic style 
 
History topic in illustrative style (Figure 13) 
As was the case for the first two prototypes, the third and four prototypes share the same 
image content, each depicted in a different graphic style; prototype three was depicted in a 
photographic style and prototype four in an illustrative manner. The image for prototype four 
was obtained by extracting the silhouette of the photographic elements in prototype three and 
then was recreated by hand-drawing with brush lines and color marker pens. This type of graphic 
is based on an illustration style prevalent in 1960s Taiwan textbooks. The purpose of using this 
graphic style is to present an image that is representative of Taiwan’s culture and is also 
reminiscent of Taiwanese history. The style differences between prototypes three and four aided 
the investigator in obtaining a more accurate response with regard to which type of image was 
more appealing to the individuals. 
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Figure 13 Fourth prototype (front and back): history topic in illustrative style 
Analysis  
Analysis of the results of the prototype packaging survey centered on the responses of 
respondents in four groups: participants who had been to Taiwan and those who had not been to 
Taiwan, and, within the participants who had been to Taiwan, the subgroup of Taiwanese and the 
subgroup of non-Taiwanese. This analysis features qualitative data, collected through an 
interview process in which participants ranked packaging as to its relation to purchasing. 
Additional qualitative data was collected regarding positive and negative feedback for each of 
the four prototypes featured in the study: landscape topic in photographic style (hereafter 
referred to as prototype A), landscape topic in illustrative style (hereafter referred to as 
prototype B), history topic in photographic style (hereafter referred to as prototype C), and 
history topic in illustrative style (hereafter referred to as prototype D) (Figure14). The entire 
results are available in Appendix F. 
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Landscape topic in 
photographic style 
(prototype A) 
 
Landscape topic in 
illustrative style 
(prototype B) 
History topic in 
photographic style 
(prototype C) 
History topic in 
illustrative style 
(prototype D) 
    
Figure 14 Four images of packaging prototypes 
 
Of the 34 survey participants, more than half ranked prototype D as their favorite, while 
the other three prototypes ranked as favorite less than 20% of the time. About 35% of 
participants ranked prototype A as their least favorite, which was close to the percentage for 
prototype B, which was 32% (Table 4). The main comments given to substantiate prototype D as 
the most favored were the following:  
 Most participants preferred illustration and hand drawn style. 
 The image looked more colorful, bright, and attractive. 
 The packaging design related to the product. 
 Red and yellow colors worked with food product better. 
 The images looked more welcoming, homemade, authentic, and local. 
 The image produced a feeling of nostalgia. 
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On the other hand, the main reasons for the failure of prototype A were as follows:  
 The packaging design had little association with pineapple pastry. 
 The color tone was too dark, unclear, and lacking in contrast. 
 The package could be for any kind of souvenirs, such as postcards, key chains, mugs, and 
perfume, so that is not specific enough. 
 The image looks too modern, not unique, and resembles images that can be seen 
frequently. 
Prototype B had similar responses to prototype A, but it stood out somewhat because of the 
illustration style and use of yellow which seemed to indicate a stronger relationship to pineapple 
pastry, in the opinion of the participants. 
Table 4 Purchasing Decision Ranking of Prototype A, B, C, D 
 34 Participants 
(Percentages in  
each ranking) 
First Second Third Last 
A: Landscape topic in 
photographic style 
9% 26% 29% 35% 
B: Landscape topic in 
illustrative style 
19% 15% 35% 32% 
C: History topic in 
photographic style 
20% 33% 24% 24% 
D: History topic in 
illustrative style 
52% 26% 12% 9% 
 
 
Comparing responses of the participants who had been to Taiwan and those who had not 
been to Taiwan, both groups gave prototype D (history topic in illustration style) the most votes 
as their favorite (Table 5). However, the two groups differed with regard to which prototype got 
the most votes as least favorite. Participants who had been to Taiwan voted their least favorite to 
be prototype B. However, the participants who had not been to Taiwan voted their least favorite 
to be prototype A. The following reasons may explain this difference, based on participants’ 
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reactions and explanations: participants who had been to Taiwan are more familiar with the 
landscape photos; therefore, even if the package doesn’t relate to pineapple pastry they thought, 
it presented the scenery better than the illustrative one did. However, participants who have not 
been to Taiwan tend to prefer the illustration color of prototype B because its use of yellow 
evokes pineapple pastry. Participants who are not familiar with Taiwan landmarks feel less 
connection with prototype A than participants who are familiar with Taiwan. 
Table 5 Design preferences of participants who had been to Taiwan versus who had not 
 17 Participants who  
had been to Taiwan 
17 Participants who  
had not been to Taiwan 
(Percentages in  
each ranking) 
1st 2nd 3rd Last 1st 2nd 3rd Last 
A: Landscape topic 
in photographic style 
18% 29% 29% 24% 0% 18% 29% 52% 
B: Landscape topic 
in illustrative style 
12% 12% 35% 40% 24% 12% 35% 30% 
C: History topic in 
photographic style 
18% 35% 29% 18% 24% 41% 18% 18% 
D: History topic in 
illustrative style 
52% 24% 7% 18% 52% 29% 18% 0% 
 
 
The two groups compared are Taiwanese and Non-Taiwanese. Taiwanese are defined as 
participants who grew up in Taiwan and have Taiwan citizenship. Non-Taiwanese are the 
opposite of the aforementioned. These participants identified as American, Malaysian, and 
Chinese. Although Chinese participants have similar culture with Taiwanese, they had similar 
responses as the other Non-Taiwanese as they all have similar level of understanding about 
Taiwan. A comparison of responses of Taiwanese and non-Taiwanese participants who had been 
to Taiwan shows that in both groups prototype D received the most votes as their favorite. 
However, the other rankings are diverse (Table6). Most Taiwanese placed prototype A as 
second, in contrast to the non-Taiwanese, who placed prototype C as second, perhaps because 
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they were less familiar with Taiwan scenery. Some of the non-Taiwanese placed prototype D as 
least favorite because of its complicated graphic style; however, the Taiwanese participants saw 
it as a well-presented nostalgic packaging design. 
Table 6 Design preferences of Taiwanese versus non-Taiwanese participants 
 17 Participants who had been to Taiwan 
 9 Taiwanese 8 Non-Taiwanese 
(Percentages in  
each ranking) 
1st 2nd 3rd Last 1st 2nd 3rd Last 
A: Landscape topic 
in photographic style 
0% 45% 22% 33% 23% 11% 34% 22% 
B: Landscape topic 
in illustrative style 
11% 11% 34% 22% 11% 23% 22% 34% 
C: History topic in 
photographic style 
33% 22% 22% 45% 11% 45% 34% 0% 
D: History topic in 
illustrative style 
56% 22% 22% 0% 45% 11% 0% 34% 
 
 
Although the responses to prototype D overwhelmed the responses to most of the others, 
all prototypes received both positive and negative evaluations. Participants saw a nostalgic style 
and the pineapple pastry image from both Prototype C and D, which therefore gave them a more 
trustworthy and local impression. Between these two, most participants were drawn to prototype 
D because of its brighter colors and cohesive hand-drawn style. Most participants apparently did 
not like the realistic picture shown on the package of prototype C as much as compositing also 
did not present a clear image to them. However, some participants preferred real pictures, which 
they consider more authentic than a drawing. Many participants were attracted to Prototype A 
and B but required more information related to pineapple pastry. Between these two, some 
participants preferred to see scenery in real photos, but most participants were drawn to the 
bright and warm colored illustration of prototype B. 
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CHAPTER 4.    RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was performed to determine whether or not the souvenir packaging design has 
a strong influence on tourists’ purchasing decisions, based on results of a packaging prototype 
survey. Which cultural features should be presented on the package can depend on the 
association of the tourists with the souvenir. Tourists who are not familiar with the culture are 
more likely to be drawn to traditional and local images that present historical features of the 
culture. On the other hand, packaging designs that present landscapes are more likely to be 
appeal to tourists who have a certain understanding of the culture. The value of landscape images 
is reduced for tourists with no memorable experiences to relate to the place.  
The initial survey formed a foundation for the prototype designs. Interestingly, the initial 
survey and the outcomes of the prototype survey presented different findings. In the initial 
survey respondents preferred landscape as content and photography as the style. The outcome of 
the later, prototype survey, indicated respondents’ preferences were for history of the culture as 
the topic, and an illustrative style. Qualitative data from respondents of the prototype survey 
indicated in addition to the illustrative style, the appropriateness of the visual representations and 
graphic elements in presenting the culture and the product of the souvenir package design was 
important. Participants were attracted by fun, welcoming, colorful visuals for pineapple pastry 
packaging as a food product. Representation of the human form and food in the photo help 
participants have a strong focal point while viewing the graphic, and this also may have played a 
role in viewers preference for the illustrative packaging. The red and yellow used on the package 
also increase appetite. All these graphic elements combine appropriately, creating a stronger 
souvenir packaging solution than the others.  
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A colorful packaging design can attract tourists’ attention more than dark color tones, 
whether in photographic or illustrative style. However, dark or plain graphics can also make the 
product look upscale, which fits some tourists’ preferences. Photographic scenery on souvenir 
packaging can evoke tourists’ memories better, because it captures actual pictures that might be 
part of tourists’ traveling experience. The illustrative scenery usually shows fewer details and 
therefore can have less impact. Historical images in the illustrative style can create a casual and 
welcoming feeling that attracts tourists more than the photographic style. 
In conclusion, for a packaging design to attract tourists’ attention and present cultural 
features, the results of this study suggest the use of colorful illustrations of historical images that 
are related to the souvenir are most beneficial. Abundance of color can strongly associate with 
moods, feelings, places which help to attract tourists’ attention. (Roncarelli and Ellicott, 20) 
illustration can create a unique, inviting atmosphere. (Roncarelli and Ellicott, 2010) The 
illustration and its graphic style are best associated with the product to increase the likelihood of 
increasing tourists’ purchasing desire. For example, depicting food with photography and 
illustration can add value to the packaging design (Roncarelli and Ellicott, 2010). Adding 
traditional elements that represent the culture is a way to arouse tourists’ interest. It is a way for 
packaging designers to deliver the ultimate emotional experience that excite the senses and 
deliver anticipation of emotions. (Roncarelli and Ellicott, 2010) The packaging design should be 
associated with the souvenir and use appealing illustrations to attract tourists’ attention. Imagery 
can create visual excitement, memorable experiences, and recognizable touchpoint when used 
appropriately. (Klimchuk and Krasovec, 2012) By incorporating traditional images into the 
illustration, designers can present cultural representations by the souvenir packaging and educate 
audiences more about the culture. Therefore, Taiwanese souvenir producers can take advantage 
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of the history or traditions associated with a product in designing its packages, in order to 
represent Taiwan accurately and to attract tourists who are not familiar with Taiwan. 
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CHAPTER 5.    LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE STUDY 
The ideal way to study souvenirs, cross-cultural design, and the tourism market is to 
travel. However, because of limitations of time and distance, the study used more conservative 
methods to perform its research: literature references, online research, and surveys. Although 
these methods can accomplish the goal, they are more about researching than experiencing. An 
evidential study about souvenirs can convince an audience, whereas actual traveling experience 
could not only persuade people in the audience but also fascinate them. 
The small amount of data in prototype survey also potentially limited the accuracy of its 
results. The second prototype survey result with 34 participants has a more limited data set when 
compared to the 995 respondents of the initial survey. As the 34 participants break into 
comparing groups, the data sets continue to reduce in size. This leads to the final data sets 
analyzed only referencing a few participants preferences. This limitation was due to the difficulty 
of finding diverse participants who were able to meet in-person for the prototype survey.  
The number and types of packaging prototypes in this thesis were also few. The final 
methodology of the thesis–the prototype survey– used only one Taiwanese product (pineapple 
pastry), one packaging form (box), two graphic styles (photographic and illustrative), and two 
cultural features (landmark and history) to explore preferences for souvenir packaging. It could 
be much more relevant to examine the main point of this souvenir study with more kinds of 
packaging elements and cultural features, because different types of souvenir products may 
require distinct packaging designs. Examining different graphic elements can reveal more 
information of which cultural aspects work better on which souvenir products. By studying 
various types of souvenirs and their packaging forms, the investigator can identify the graphics 
for souvenir packaging that best attract tourists and at the same time represent the culture. 
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Therefore, future study could focus on experience-oriented research and examining 
additional kinds of packaging design elements, souvenir products, and cultural features. The 
investigator can travel to an unfamiliar culture and experience its souvenir packaging design 
from the tourist’s perspective. The investigator could also examine souvenir packaging with 
regard to not only imagery but also forms and materials, and study how different souvenirs and 
cultural features work together by using these design elements.  
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APPENDIX B. INITIAL SURVEY ANALYSIS 
 
 
 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
Male
Female
What is your gender?
GENDER
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
81 or more
56-60
51-55
46-50
41-45
36-40
31-35
26-30
18-25
How old are you? 
PEOPLE
AGE
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
Taiwan
United States of America
Mexico
Malaysia
India
China
Others
Where are you come from? 
PEOPLE
COUNTRY
PEOPLE
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0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Chinese
English
Spanish
Others
What language do you most confident with? 
PEOPLE
LANGUAGE
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
No
Yes
Have you ever traveled abroad? 
PEOPLE
0
50
100
150
200
250
300
Never Seldom Sometimes Often Always
How often do you buy souvenirs while traveling? 
PEOPLE
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When selecting souvenir(s) to purchase, what are the top three factors effect 
your decision making? 
 
The most important The second  The third 
Cost Usefulness Appearance 
will it mean 
something to the intended 
recipient? 
is it locally made? 
do I have room to 
pack it? 
Whether it fits into 
one of my collections 
Whether it is visually 
or aesthetically appealing to 
me 
Whether is has 
functionality that is useful to 
me 
Price Use Gift 
Usability 
Is it high 
quality/going to last 
Is it cute? 
What represents the 
place in the best way. 
The craft/look of the 
souvenir 
Price 
unique cost ability to travel 
Can I bring it on an 
airplane 
The probability of it 
breaking 
The cost 
Price 
Representative of 
traditional culture/country 
Usefullness 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
Last
Fourth
Third
Second
First
Where do you mostly prefer to but souvenirs? 
Souvenir shops around landmarks Random local stores
Famous stores which were recommended online Airport
Other
PEOPLE
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Cost 
Is is a good 
representation of the place 
that I am at? 
The person I am 
buying it for 
Relevance to trip 
Will look nice in 
house 
Colorful 
Humor 
PIctures of Kevin 
Bacon 
Scott Bakula 
cheap simple worth 
It will remind me of 
my trip/what I did 
It is affordable 
It is 
cute/aesthetic/beautiful 
How it looks Cost Will I use it again 
is it cute?   
Price Coolness Memorable 
appealing cost size 
Name of place color design 
Local 
craftsmanship/materials 
Represents the 
culture 
Aesthetics / Utility 
Usefulness/practicali
ty 
Ability to remind me 
of the place I visited 
Price 
price design size and weight 
quality price transportability 
color well designed  
Cost Design Ability to get home 
Usablity Durablity Appearance 
Show location 
Has to something 
useful 
It has to be durable 
Expense Novelty Attention Getting 
How much joy it 
gives me 
Uniqueness Usefulness 
price relevance  
Authenticity Price Selection 
value price usefulness 
How they look Convenient size Is it for me or family 
meaning quality price 
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Something I like Price 
Part of the place I'm 
traveling 
relate to the area 
know a friend would 
like it 
price 
do i need it will it fit in my bag its it breakable 
site featured aesthetic 
memories associated 
with item 
how much money I 
have 
who would I give this 
to 
will it fit in my 
suitcase 
Price Unqiue 
Interesting/Conversat
ion Starter 
Price Design Size 
If it makes me think 
of who I'm buying for. 
If it seems to capture 
the culture. 
If it's a magnet I 
guess. 
Price Having location on it Practicality 
quality quantity location sold 
attractiveness price usefulness 
Unique Memorable Made locally 
Uniqueness Cost Usefulness 
what is the location 
known for 
do i want something 
different or keep with what i 
normally purchase 
who am i it for 
Price 
Utility (like if I can 
use it for something rather 
than it being a useless 
knickknack) 
Having the name of 
the landmark/place on it 
present the place 
easy to display (like 
magnet most) 
price 
enjoyability cost size 
unique local  
price place name size 
Person buying for--
closeness 
Price 
Transportation back 
home 
Quality Meaning Price 
How interesting I 
find it 
Its price Its size 
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Placing of words has meaning place of orgin 
Price What it says 
buying for me or 
someone else 
What it means to me Cost 
The location it 
represents 
Sentimentality cost 
how large (take up 
space in bag) 
How much I like it Price 
If I have a place/use 
for it 
should be cheap 
should represent the 
landmarks uniqueness 
something potable 
Can see the product Fragility Cost 
interesting price use 
trendy 
have the name of 
place i bought from 
cheap 
would i use it price does it look nice 
memorability quality price 
Authenticity to local 
are 
Something I will use 
or love 
From a specific 
moment 
Quality product Unique design Price 
price authenticity attraction 
how long it will last usefulness looks 
Usefulness Connection to visit Price 
Uniqueness ( can 
only get in one place) 
transportability Price 
Price Ability to bring back 
Will it actually be 
used 
price value is it special 
Aesthetic Price Utility 
Price Meaning Quality 
Item Convenience (place) Price 
Looks Price Can't be too big 
Unique Size Price 
How interested I am Uniqueness Cost 
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price if I need it if I will actually use it 
The item itself price 
how many I have 
similar to that product 
interest usefulness aesthetics 
History 
Unique to the 
country 
Meaningful 
How much they 
connect to the landmark 
Who I'm buying 
them for 
Price 
I like the product 
The price of the 
product 
Who I'm giving it to 
Does it represent the 
place I am visiting 
Is it unique Price 
price authenticness color scheme 
Cost Quality  
Usefulness Cuteness Price 
Price Quality Authenticity 
quality price store 
The person I'm 
shopping for 
Quality of the 
product 
Price 
Color Images Language 
Price 
Souvenir contains 
name of place 
Utility 
Personal relevance 
(meaningful to me and my 
adventure) 
Uniqueness 
(likelihood that I'll be the 
only one among my friends 
to own the given item) 
Cost 
Price Quality 
Ability to be moved 
easily 
Relevancy to trip Cost Uniqueness of item 
Symbolism Cost Size 
Unique Cost If I will actually use it 
Uniqueness Price Size 
Cost Looks Utility 
the product has a 
specific use (it's not just 
decoration) 
I look for gifts to 
bring back to people 
quality of the product 
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Will I use it Do I like it can I afford it 
do i want it is it affordable do i need it 
Made There 
Represents the 
Culture 
Unique 
cost function/aesthetic room in my bag? 
Design Price Size 
Price point Memorable value Eye catching 
something unique to 
wherever I am 
something I know 
the person would like/wear, 
rather than not get used 
something I would 
personally like that I think 
another person would like as 
well 
Price Novelty Location 
Price Usefullness Reminder of memory 
Price Quality Value 
Is it representative 
of the location I'm visiting? 
Will the person I'm 
buying this for like/use the 
item I buy? Is it practical? 
How expensive is it? 
Cost Uniqueness 
Has location name on 
it 
Unique Says where it's from inexpensive 
Has meaning Is useful Is pretty 
connection to places 
i visited 
usefulness appearece 
relavance to the 
area 
relavance to me price 
How easily can I pack 
it and take it home. 
Price 
How much the person 
I am buying it for (self or 
others) would like it. 
Price Convience of product Look 
Appearance Practical use Price 
Price Looks Quality 
Locally made Appearance Price 
Humor local info  
Uniqueness Did I laugh? Cost 
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local diverse selection  
meaning/significanc
e 
location of purchase cost 
quality memories price 
relevance uniqueness price 
Appeal Price Portability 
Cute design Useful 
Unique to place 
visiting 
If it represents the 
place I visited 
Design Practicality 
Quality Price Object 
cost practicality aesthetic appearance 
usability authenticity price 
uniqueness culture style 
cost uniquness size 
Representative of 
the culture I am visiting 
Something that 
aligns with my interests and 
tastes 
Is it authentic to the 
region 
cost irreplaceable size 
Orginallity Not mass made Only found locally 
The souvenir itself The price The size 
price size travel method 
Design Price The product 
Unique Contains a memory 
Connects to local 
culture 
Cute Animal related Interesting 
Uniqueness Affordable Memorable 
Cheap Pretty Appealing 
SIZE PRICE USE/VALUE 
Fragile or not for 
transportation 
Appeal Price 
aesthetic history price 
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Representation of 
the location 
Authentic Well made 
Unique cultural item 
object makes clear 
where you were 
pretty, unique, or 
useful 
content who's it for price 
Purpose Size Cost 
The item is unique. 
The item is 
interesting. 
The item is 
affordable. 
Price Quirkiness Quality 
Usefullness Price Cool factor 
price uniqueness usefulness 
how it looks the price how much I will use it 
price uniqueness quality 
Price Ease of access Ease of Transport 
price quality quantity 
Price Usefulness Connection to trip 
Price Quality Location 
repracent place   
Native to the place 
Stuff with landmarks 
on it 
price 
quality price  
Uniqueness Random Fun 
price cool factor recognition of origin 
Price Visual look Relevance to location 
keeps memory of 
trip 
looks usefulness in house 
Price Uniqueness Availability 
Unique to the place Inexpensive Small 
function how good it looks  
Its unique It feels well made Nice Price 
What the item is price quality of item 
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Relevance to country Weight Cost 
style use cleverness 
style color what it is 
relation to location appearance quality 
quality price  
Cost How unique Size 
Price Quality Usefulness 
Price Durability What it is 
Appropriate as gift 
Associated with 
travel location 
Safely transportable 
what the product is/ 
how it relates to my travels 
and memories made there 
price 
ease of taking it back 
home 
If I like what it is Cost  
Meaning Cost 
How much you get 
for the cost 
Local 
Specific to that 
culture/area 
Helps me remember 
the trip 
how expensive it is 
how much will I 
use/enjoy it 
how long it will last 
Price Cool or not I dont know 
who it's for beauty usefulness 
Relevance to local 
area 
Price Quality 
can I take it on the 
plane? 
will it last a long time 
will it remind me of 
this place 
is it allowed back 
into the US 
Will use it for a long 
time 
Isn't impulsive/waste 
of money 
Price Meaning Usefulness 
who the souvenir is 
for 
cost looks 
uniqueness price colors 
Price Item  
What I'm looking for Price Future use 
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Price What it is 
Something I truly 
need 
Price Quality Originality 
Reminds me of the 
place 
I'd actually use it Not too expensive 
Uniqueness Authenticity 
Representative of 
culture 
Cultural significance 
Functionality (need 
to be able to be used/worn) 
Price 
Item price location 
uniqueness cost necessity 
Significance Life span of product Price 
States the name of 
where your at 
Good quality Not over priced 
Desing Price Color 
Cute Affordable Not touristy looking 
Origin of where it 
was made 
quality price 
A desire to have the 
item / that someone else 
will want the souvenir 
That it's within 
budget 
That I can bring back 
the souvenir without trouble, 
such as it breaking 
Quality Uniqueness  
Price Quality 
If it helps me 
remember where I was 
Price Quality 
How cool the product 
is 
Unique Cultural significance Price 
Reminds me of 
something I visited 
Quality Price 
Uniqueness Price 
Ability to travel it 
back home 
Meaning Price Usefulness 
Price Design Location 
Appearance Price 
Type of souvenir (t-
shirt, snowglobe, etc...) 
use quality price 
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Price Relevance Gifts 
Price Quality Size 
usage style price 
Cost Size A person to give it to 
Uniqueness 
Specific to the place 
I'm visiting 
price 
Unique Cost aesthetically pleasing 
Size Price Practicality 
Will this be special to 
someone I'm buying it for? 
The meaning behind 
it 
The price 
Aesthetic Quality Memorable 
Emotional 
Connection 
Original Price 
Significance Price Brining it back 
Uniqueness as I can 
only find it here 
It can stand the test 
of time 
I can get it to match 
the theme of my collection 
Relevance to 
location 
Usefulness Price 
quality style use 
memory significance cost 
Quality Looks Price 
associate the 
souvenir with an experience 
in that place 
easy to transport 
(light, small, not breakable) 
reasonably priced 
if it says where its 
from 
price appealness 
Price How it related to trip Size 
Whether it will make 
the recipient happy or not 
The quality of the 
product 
The durability of the 
product 
Price 
Represent the 
country 
Decoration 
Price Quality Availability 
What the person 
would like 
What looks pretty Price 
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Price 
How meaningful the 
souvenir is 
How big the souvenir 
is and if it'll be easy to 
transport 
Useful 
Good gift for 
someone 
Good memory 
Price 
Possible sentimental 
value 
ability to take it home 
if I like it cost 
how much I have 
bought 
price relevance practical use 
Presenting the 
landmark/area feature 
Quality Price 
meaning local appeal representation 
who it's for how to get it home  
authenticity price rareness 
Appearance/practica
lity 
Price Do I really need this? 
it should resemble 
the local cultural 
significance 
longlasting attractive 
How relevant it is to 
the place I am in 
Price  
quality price appeal 
Aesthetics Price Practicality 
Will this just be 
another thing that will just 
collect dust? 
Will I wear this in 
public or just as lounge 
wear? 
Could I gift this to 
someone? 
price functionality design 
Price Interesting 
Useful/won't be 
tossed in a box 
Price 
Connection to the 
location 
Emotional response 
price meaning size 
Price What the item is 
How I feel about the 
item 
cost appearance authenticity 
price good looking function 
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Cultural/location 
specific 
Useful Novel 
Beauty (asthetics) Usefulness 
Reminds me of the 
place 
I can't buy it or 
anything like it when I go 
home 
cost appeal 
If it appeals to me 
If it has value to me 
or if I will just throw it away 
in a year or two 
Cost 
Unique Useful Quality 
Meaning Who it's for Cost 
Coolness Factor 
The feelings of want 
and need 
Cost 
price looks  
Price Use Quality 
unique   
Price People I'm buying for 
If it can go through 
the airport security 
Authenticity Portability Quality 
cute cultural idk 
Price Quality Selection 
significance cost 
look/ where it was 
from 
Looks Price Originality 
memorability attractiveness cost 
price uniqueness 
if I can fit it in my 
luggage 
Doesn't look too 
tacky 
Sparks a memory 
from my trip 
Size of the souvenir 
(small enough to take back 
with me, large enough to not 
loose forever) 
authenticity originality price 
If it can make it 
through airport security 
usage of the item 
how long can the 
item last 
Significance Cost Uniqueness 
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Price 
Represents the 
location 
Interesting 
Will i use it at home cost memories 
Small Cheap 
Symbolizes where I 
was 
Originality Representativeness Price 
Culture Based 
The person i'm 
buying for 
cost 
Quality Size Meaning 
Authenticity Quality Price 
Will I use it when I 
get home 
Is it worth the price 
Is this something I 
really want 
Importance of place Price Looks 
Relevance Cost Weight 
aethetics usefulness meaning 
Price Authenticity  
Price Design Discount 
Representation of 
Landmark 
Price Quality 
Price What it is 
If I have ever seen it 
before 
Original Price Quality 
How much ill use it 
if it says the place on 
it 
cost 
Something that I will 
like, or know that another 
will like 
Something I can only 
obtain during my visit 
Something that is 
indicative of the place I am 
visiting, to help me 
remember my trip 
How much use I'll 
get out of it 
What a friend/family 
like 
Can i pack it 
price quality represent the city 
Price 
Quality of the 
exterior 
Can it fit in my bag 
Price Size Usefullness 
Is it unique to the 
location visited 
Is it well made 
Will I keep it 10 years 
from now 
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Reflective of the 
location 
Price 
Easy of getting it 
home 
representative of the 
culture 
personal significance quality 
Local Price Art 
Cost 
Will it get used or be 
placed on a shelf 
Will the person 
receiving it appreciate it 
Price Size Durability 
represents the 
destination 
Says name of 
location 
is cool 
Something I will use cost How much i like it 
cool cheap 
can be easily 
transported 
What the object is Price Design 
Meaning to me What it looks like Price 
I like it. I can afford it. 
I can take it home 
(not too large, etc). 
Memorable Quality Cheap 
will I use it? 
does it mean 
anything to me? 
how expensive is it? 
relevance to region aesthetic originality 
Something actually 
from where I'm at 
If I will actually use it 
That it's not from the 
airport 
Cost Uniqueness Size 
cost aesthetic usefulness 
who is it for usefulness price 
How much it 
represnts my trip 
If I like what the 
object is (e.g. key chain, 
tshirt) 
Price 
Represent 
destination 
Small in size Aesthetics 
Cost Would i want it 
Is it going to get in 
the way 
Price Size Durability 
Uniqueness Authenticity Price 
meaning experience price 
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quality color utility 
Price 
Authenticity - locally 
made 
Quality 
Quality Price Meaning 
How unique or 
special the item is to the 
country 
The ability to bring it 
back home 
Cost 
uniqueness price 
size (can I easily pack 
it) 
Keeping a part of 
history of the area I visited 
How the souvenir 
resonates with feel of 
culture 
Whether I am buying 
it as a gift to someone 
Size Price Quality 
price fuction emotion 
Meaning Quality Price 
Quality Price  
quality price appeal 
Unique Authenticity Price 
Price Size  
Price Person I'm buying for Quality of product 
shows the name of 
the location where I visited 
has a useful 
funnction or purose (ex. 
pen, keychain, etc.) 
small and/or portable 
Price Looks Size 
Meaning Longevity Good gift 
Relevance to what I 
wish to remember 
Quality of the 
product 
cost 
Does it relate to the 
location I'm visiting 
Would I/the person 
I'm buying for like it? 
How much does it 
cost? 
Price Quality Room in my luggage 
Uniqueness Quality Cost 
Price 
Liking what the item 
is 
Design flaws 
Unique Price Size 
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Quality Purpose Price 
Useful/memorable Cute 
Small enough to bring 
back 
Attractiveness Quality Price 
If I like it/it appeals 
to me 
If it's useful 
If it's aesthetically 
pleasing 
If the country is 
identified through its design 
Price 
The cultural value of 
it 
Price Aesthetic Durability of product 
Locally made 
Representative of 
local culture 
Useful 
Cost Useability Design 
Reusable Cost Aesthetics 
Interesting Unique Quality 
Usability Price Beauty 
If I like it size price 
Design Functionality Price 
Price If a friend asks for it If it's useful 
relevance to my 
experience 
quality cost 
How well it reflects 
my experience 
  
looks price weight 
Appearance Price Size 
how well it 
represents the culture 
price quality 
price quality who is selling it 
Relavence to 
location 
Price Size of item 
That the recipient 
will like it 
It is reasonably 
priced 
It will fit in my 
luggage to transport home 
What it is If it looks good Price 
Is it interesting Is it Cheap 
Does it display the 
name of the place I am 
visiting 
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Cost what it is how big it is 
price quality design 
price 
value mentally (how 
much the memory related 
means to me) 
who makes souvenir 
(locals vs big corp) 
Item uniqueness Price Portability 
Culture Memorable Cost 
If I like it Price N/A 
whether I like it price if it will pack easily 
Coolness Price Hope to get it home 
The way the product 
looks 
Affordability Who I'd be giving it to 
price local importance meaning to me 
Quality Sentiment Where it's from 
how long will it last cost size 
How phallic it is. 
Does it resemble my 
phallus. 
Is it the correct size 
for insertion. 
Price Looks 
How well it captures 
my memories 
Cost Design Wow factor 
Overall 
look/appearance 
Price 
Convenience/Availabi
lity 
Uniqueness Price Portability 
Subtle Useful Small 
Will it last 
How well does it 
represent the place 
Is a sovenier I have a 
lot of 
price what I already have what the store has 
2 1 3 
cultural significance memories it brings keepsake item 
interesting 
something they 
would like 
 
Beauty Price 
Easy to carry in 
airport 
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do they say the 
name of the place i visited? 
does it show what 
the place is known for? 
would i like to have it 
myself? 
practicality use size 
memorable price aesthetically pleasing 
value usefullness price 
Price Size Design 
Something that will 
be worth keeping for an 
extended period of time 
cost 
Is it unique enough to 
buy here or can I just find it 
online 
Memory of 
experience 
Sharability Cost 
authentic 
has writing of the 
location 
looks nice 
Something unique to 
the area 
cost if it fits in the suitcase 
Creativity Culture Appearance 
Price Meaning Aesthetic 
Who it's for 
How much money I 
have to spend 
Weight or size to fit in 
luggage 
i will use it later on functionality space it takes up 
Will I use it 
Will it remind me of 
my travels 
Is it cool 
Price Usefulness Size 
Relevance to trip Size Price 
Unique Inexpensive Lasting 
Price How Cute They Look 
If they are a gift that 
can be used and not sit on a 
shelf 
Personal Appeal Aesthetic Appeal Price 
Cost Design Bag space 
Is this something 
unique to the area or 
something I couldn't get at 
home? 
Would this be a good 
gift? 
Cost 
 2  
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Unique Describes the place Useful 
Item itself Price Uniqueness 
Location Significance Price uniqueness 
Will it bring back 
memories 
Is it affordable 
Will I really use it in 
the future 
Price Souvenir quality Uniqueness 
Appealing to the eye Relevancy to trip usefulness 
Specialty with 
respect to the place 
Usability of product Quality of product 
Looks Cost  
Cost Uniqueness Apeal 
How do I want to 
remember the place I am 
visiting 
What do the people I 
am buying the souvenirs for 
want? 
Price 
Who I'm getting it 
for 
Price Uniqueness 
Has to do with the 
country 
Cute  
price appearance value 
Price Quality Uniqueness 
Ability to be a gift Interest to me Cool packaging 
Size (Not to big and 
not to small) 
Has to say where its 
from 
design 
Size Does it have a story Cool factor 
Would I use it 
How much it reminds 
me of the place I visited 
Price 
Price (cheap) Quality Information 
Unique Not mass produced 
Inexpensive, but not 
cheap 
Related to the 
culture 
Authentic Unique 
Symbolic of place 
visited 
Practicality Cool 
Price Does it fit my style Usefulness 
Price Quality Relatedness 
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unique price convenient to carry 
Whether i can get 
the same item in america 
How it relates to the 
culture 
How much it costs 
That its unique to 
the location 
That its interesting That its made well 
unique price  
Sentimental 
importance 
Price Size 
Legitimacy of the 
product 
Cost Value 
design 
travel ability (small, 
weight, fragile) 
cost 
Price Appearance Sentimentality 
originality craftsmanship relevance 
Price Authentic Memory from trip 
Price Quality Size 
Cute Price Size 
Cultural Unique Price 
If it has the name of 
the place 
The date is on it colerful 
Cost Quality Functionality 
personal liking price receiver 
Cost Story  
Exclusivity Cost Coolness factor 
price quality uniqueness 
What the souvenir is 
What person I'm 
buying it for 
How it is presented 
Uniqueness Price Utility 
shows the culture 
small or easy to 
travel with 
cost 
Usability Price Size 
name of the location 
famousness/importa
nce of landmark 
price 
Practicality Gift Uniqueness 
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packing to take 
home 
where it will go at 
home 
price 
Cost Quality 
Sentimental value it 
may bring 
Quality Design Price 
What I will use it for Memorable? Price 
Price Originality Quality 
Price Look Symbolism 
Cost Quality Quantity 
Reflection of the 
country 
Price Quality 
Useful Meaningful Appreance 
Appearance Price Easy to pack 
Uniqueness 
Recognizing where 
its from 
Durability 
Price 
If someone asked for 
a souvenir 
Item 
Use Design Color 
Attractive Cost Personal connection 
Price 
If I can bring it home 
with me 
Packaging 
Cost Look Quality 
Does it remind me of 
a special event I enjoyed a 
lot 
Does it say where I 
got it from 
Is it too touristy 
(cheap and meaningless 
thing anyone could buy, i.e. a 
"I would rather be in Paris" 
magnet 
Useful Breakable? Expense 
Unique objects Price Quality 
Representative of 
where I traveled 
Encapsulates my 
memories of the trip 
Can use/wear 
consistently 
Design Price 
Whether I have a 
place to put it in my home 
Price Utilization Connect to the place 
cool item cost 
ability to bring with 
me 
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How well it 
represents the location and 
trip 
quality price 
Price Appearance Quality 
Looks Price 
If it has a practical 
use 
Representative of 
the place 
Price Utility 
price size intrinsic value 
Memory of place quality price 
Unique to where I 
am visiting 
Something that can 
be useful (not just sit on a 
shelf) 
I like it! 
Popularity Price Quality 
Price Aesthetic Need 
Stickers Patches Material 
Price Condition Value 
People Price  
Originality Usefulness Cost 
Memories Cost Beauty 
Level of detail Touch and feel Price 
Price Size Connection to place 
It must represent 
the place 
It must be 
unique/one of a kind 
affordability 
Unique to that area Price Ability to carry home 
Uniqueness Functionality Price 
how cool it was how cheap it was cultural significance 
Look Size Price 
Price Design 
How easily it can be 
packed 
Location Expense  
Landmarks Color Design 
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Characteristic of the 
place 
Funny Pretty 
Exoticness Size Price 
Cost Beneficial Color 
Cost Meaning  
Meaning Money Usefulness 
Relevance Cost Availability 
What type of item it 
is 
the price  
Memorable Cheap Size 
Price Design Practicality 
Is it something I 
collect (ie, I collect golf balls 
from everywhere I go, so 
that is usually the souvenir I 
purchase if I do purchase 
one) 
Price 
Time allotted to look 
for stuff 
What the item is How it's advertised 
How it reminds me of 
the trip 
Is it a good reminder 
of the palce I got it 
Is it a gift for 
someone 
price 
Remembrance Size Price 
Quality of product What it represents Size 
authenticity aesthetic price 
Uniqueness Importance to area Aesthetic 
Price Quality Packaging 
Cost Durability Attractive/appealing 
Connects to the 
place I visited 
Will be useful to me Cost 
Cool-ness 
Can't get anywhere 
else 
 
made in local 
represents the 
culture 
appropriate for the 
person it will be given to 
The person I am 
buying for 
Is it practical The place I am visiting 
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Is it connected to the 
memories i made while 
abroad,Will i still wish i had 
bought it a week later 
Is it awesome and 
cool 
Cost 
price quality what it is 
The place The meaning Who it is for 
Culture-based Landmark related Name included 
Type of souvenir Cost  
The look 
Representation of 
the place 
The cost 
If I like it Who I'm buying it for Price 
Price Uniqueness Who it's for 
Cost Ethical production Authenticity 
Uniqueness Price Easy of transporting 
Relevance to my 
location 
Price Appearance 
cheesy cute useful 
Idk Idk If it's cool 
Cost Usability Size 
Uniqueness Cost  
Cost Appearance Object 
Price Quality 
Represetative of my 
experience 
What it is 
What it is 
representing 
Price 
How representative 
of the place they are 
If I'll enjoy the thing How useful it is 
Where it's made The cost If it's functional 
Whether it states 
where I am. 
How visually 
appealing it is. 
Price 
Look Price Quality 
Purpose Quality Price 
Product Price Quality 
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Is the landmark 
famous 
  
Rarity/if I can find it 
somewhere else or not 
Price Usability 
Size Fragility Cost 
Fits the person I am 
buying for 
Price 
Seller's 
story/handmade items 
1- if it catches my 
eye 
2- how expensive it is 
3- if I want it bad 
enough 
Uniqueness Price Durability 
Uniqueness of the 
item 
Price Quality of the item 
Should be related to 
the destination 
How it looks Price 
How cool it 
is/unique it is 
Price 
Feasibility of 
transporting it back home 
How cool it looks   
how pretty it looks 
what use will I get 
out of it 
how much money is it 
If I will use it If I like the design 
If someone I know 
would like it 
how well it reflects 
the place I've traveled to 
decoration/aesthetic 
appeal 
price 
novelty usefullness 
Am I going to care 
about this in 3 years? 
price prettiness  
Price Quality of Product What the product is 
Price Size Design 
Price Uniqueness Size 
price design trademark 
Who it's for How much  
Interesting Affordable Relevance 
Says name or 
represents area traveled to. 
Cost  
How badly I want Price Is it worth it 
Quality of structure Colors Symbolism 
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memorability uniqueness price 
unique 
have a desihn or 
name of where I am visiting 
affordable 
Cultural 
representation 
Quality Cost 
Looks Price Usefulness 
Relevance to 
location 
Price Usability 
will I use it cost  
want look price 
Price Design Practicality 
Usefulness Price Looks 
size cost construction 
Can I give it as a gift 
Does it remind me of 
the place 
Is it within my budget 
If it looks cheeply 
made 
price 
can i get it back  
home 
The object's 
connection to the travel 
location (i.e. if the object is 
handcrafted by a local, has a 
significant symbol of where 
I traveled to on it, etc.) 
Price  
authenticity price point  
Price Relevance Size 
It says where it is 
from 
It looks interesting Not expensive 
price aesthetic/style size 
Uniqueness 
Relationship to place 
visited 
Quality 
Is it for something 
famous 
Is it somewhere i 
visited 
Is it economically 
priced 
price meaning functionality 
Uniqueness Usability Affordability 
Price Significance Location 
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Interest 
Relevance to 
experience 
Price 
Price Size  
Who it is for How much it costs If they would use it 
Price DeSign Practical 
Reminds me of 
experiences in the country 
Something that I'll 
use 
Easy to get home 
How it looks 
what type of item it 
is 
Cost 
reminds me of the 
trip 
price usefulness 
If I need it Price  
Cost Cuteness Size 
Aesthetics Collections significance 
Representative of 
the landmark 
Eye catching Size 
cost 
will it fit in my 
luggage/ can i bring it back 
home 
is it something i cant 
buy at home/ uniquiness 
Uniqueness Price Quality 
Price 
If the name of the 
city or landmark on it 
Will it fit in my bag? 
Apperance Cost Size 
Price How cute it is How practical it is 
What it is Price  
Clothing or decal price Design 
Weird Name of place Shirts 
Pretty Cheap Good quality 
appeal price convenience 
How 'authentic' I 
feel the item is 
How useful the item 
is 
how 'cool' the item 
looks 
cost design materials 
attractive and 
representative of the 
culture 
the person I am 
buying it for 
if it is very common 
souvenir or rare 
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Reminds you of the 
place 
A good gift for a 
friend 
Well made 
What the people I'm 
buying for like 
Size Price 
Name of location Style Pricing 
Practicality Meaning Price 
Price Appearance Practicality 
uniqueness price quality 
Holds a memory 
Reminds me of that 
place 
Long time use 
Aesthetics Personal meaning Price 
Represents the 
location/culture 
Appeals to me Price 
Cute/nice Price Local vs. tourist trap 
What it is What it looks like If I'll actually use it 
price appeal whatever 
Uniqueness to the 
area 
Beauty Price 
Cost Uniqueness Quality 
Price Quality Purpose 
Price Quality Product Design 
Design Price Not sure 
Captivates 
experience 
Display capabilities 
Easy to bring back 
home 
Appearance Price Size 
Price What it is Do I like it 
authenticity 
any historical or 
cultural meaning 
who I am buying 
souvenirs for 
Quality Nostalgia cost 
price connection size 
how much it 
represents the area 
the cost  
Will I use this again 
Is it cute/would I still 
like it a year from now 
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Price Content Quality 
Price Quality If I will use it 
usefulness price  
Price 
Memory associated 
with it 
Location being visited 
How useful they are Their attractiveness Their price 
Price Quality of Product 
Relevance to 
Country/Destination 
Visual appeal/beauty 
Represents the place 
I'm visiting 
Cost 
Unique Cheapest Practical 
uniqueness If I would use it price 
Price 
Will I still want it in a 
year 
Functionality 
representative of the 
city 
price size 
If I can use it 
Does it look cool 
enough to desplay 
Do I like it over all 
Price Authenticity Who will like it 
Do I like it Price Quality 
How much it means 
to my vacation (aka if I 
traveled there it will mean 
more to me) 
The cost 
If I can get the 
souvenir anywhere else aka 
uniqueness 
Authenticity (not 
fake/commercialized) 
Price 
Usability (what will I 
be able to do with this item?) 
Uniqueness Where it's from What it is 
How much it costs How it looks What it is 
Price Authenticity 
If I have something 
else like it or not. 
Cheap Cute Graphic 
Memorable Locality Decorative 
Relevance to the 
place 
Cost Appearanve 
Who it is for Price  
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Cost If it's a keychain 
Can I take it on a 
plane 
Uniqueness Price 
Applicability to 
location 
personal preference cost non-breakable 
Is it culturally 
unique? 
Can I only get it 
there? 
Does it have use? 
Price Value Look 
If it can travel 
without breaking 
Price 
Person I'm buying for 
likes 
Tackiness Affordability Looks 
price design 
durability during 
travel 
Cost Appearance Usefulness 
Who it's for 
What kind of object 
it is 
The object's design 
Do I have to have it Will I use it regularly Is it expensive 
Uniqueness/Novelty Interesting Odd 
Coolness Price Size 
I have a place in my 
home to show it 
It's meaningful Its cost 
price utility logo of location 
Price Memorable Style 
Uniqueness of object Usefulness of object Price 
Craft Uniqueness Cost 
price product originality 
Meaning Price Aesthetic 
Price 
Relation to the 
souvenir 
Brand 
Uniqueness Price Ability to pack in bags 
Cost Recipient Quality 
Does it incorporate 
local sites 
Cost Color 
Significance 
(historical or to the location) 
Price Size 
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Price Size Longevity 
is personal and one 
of a kind 
represents an 
emotional connection with a 
location 
is cool 
Relation to a 
Memory 
Cost Ability to Pack 
Will I actually use Price Need 
what it looks like how much it costs 
how much I like the 
place I've traveled to 
Does it pertain to my 
experience 
Is it cool 
Will I throw it away in 
a few months or not 
Ecologically friendly 
Supporting a good 
cause 
Love was put into the 
product 
Price Practical  
If they can fit in my 
luggage 
If they match my 
style 
Reasonably priced 
Design/ color of 
product 
Cheap price What I'm looking for 
What type of item 
do I want to purchase 
How much money do 
I want to spend 
Do I want to buy a gift 
for people who are not here 
with me? 
It reflects the 
location I visited 
Price (Cheaper is 
best) 
If it looks unique 
Price 
Relevance to the 
place visited 
Ease to transport 
home 
Price Functionality Design 
Fit my collection Price Convenience 
Uniqueness Memorable  
Money Item  
Price Quality Place 
Reminder of the trip Fashionable Landmarks 
Something that 
someone from back home 
would like 
Relatively unique or 
unusual 
?? 
appearance quality warranty 
Price Value Memory 
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How unique the 
object is 
Cost Durability 
Authenticity Aesthetics Usefulness 
Price Look  
If I actually want it The price 
Will it represent my 
time where I am 
It has the name of 
the place on it 
It is cool It is affordable 
Quality 
Relation to place 
traveled to 
cost 
Uniqueness Price Use 
Price Tackiness 
If someone would like 
it 
Price Relevace Uniqueness 
Cost 
Memories it will 
produce 
Utility of the item 
represtantion of 
place 
cost size 
Price Quality Beauty 
what it is 
If it's unique to the 
area 
Cost 
That I like it That I can afford it  
The name of place 
where I visted 
Some cultural aspect  
Uniqueness Quality Price 
Price Look Use 
Useful Meaningful Describes the place 
Price Design Authenticity 
aesthetic significance utility 
Uniqueness Usefulness Cost 
price quality  
design originality price 
Item Color Price 
Design Price Quality 
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Unique Eye-catching Meaningful 
Did I visit this 
landmark? 
Is it pretty? 
Where will I use/put 
this? 
Meaning behind 
object 
Usability price/value 
If I like it Price Design/Style 
If it can travel back 
with me 
If the person I'm 
getting it for will like it 
 
Significance to my 
trip/interests 
Utility in my daily life Price 
Unique From that area Not too expensive 
Person for Price Looks 
Quality Price Relevance to location 
Something reflecting 
the culture 
Something of good 
quality 
Something i can 
display in my home 
Relevancy to my trip The price The practicality 
have to do with their 
culture 
artwork food 
Image/significance price purpose/usefulness 
quality appearance  
Content Quality Price 
Quality Price Packaging 
Uniqueness Price Authenticity 
cost 
if friend/family will 
like it 
will it fit in my 
suitcase? 
Whether it reminds 
me of the place I'm traveling 
at 
Cost  
Name if place on it Price Cuteness 
Looks Price Size 
Says the name of the 
place I went 
Price 
Has something to 
remind me of what I did 
there 
Price What it is How it looks 
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Practical 
Works well with 
what I already own 
Unexpected 
packaging size price 
function of item design of item price of item 
Postcards Miniature landmarks Artwork 
Personal "cool" 
factor 
Representation of 
place or experience 
Price 
Price Looks Functionality 
Cost What the item is Quality 
Relevance to place 
visiting 
Price 
Being able to take it 
back home with me 
Representing the 
location 
Authnticity 
Size, as if it's too large 
I can't take it with me 
Price Store Location 
If it is cheap/free 
If it is something 
small I can keep on a shelf or 
something to wear 
Is it something I 
would like to have for a long 
time or will I get sick of it 
Name of location Price Quality 
How much i like it Uniqueness Cost 
Unique Representative Aesthetically pleasing 
It reflects the culture 
Quality- it will last a 
long time 
Not expensive 
Cost Visual Appeal Practicality 
Price Size Breakability 
Price Size How long it will last 
Appearance Usefulness Cost 
If it'll look nice in my 
toom 
The design Money 
Authentic Unique Price 
That it captures all 
the features of the place I 
am visiting 
Size. I prefer smaller 
things so that I could carry it 
back with my luggage 
Price 
Price Relevance Remebering Factor 
Local culture Natural landscapes Aesthetics 
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How it looks in 
general 
If it has where I am 
on it 
Do i have a place to 
put it 
Price Appealing 
Will it trigger a good 
memory 
how cool it looks 
If I think the person 
I'm getting it for will like it 
Price 
memorable size price 
Price How it looks 
How it relates to the 
place 
Unique Representative  
Price Uniqueness  
Price Aesthetic Appeal Location 
Cost 
If I'm trying to add 
something to my collection 
Similarity to stuff I 
already have 
Local, unique to the 
destination 
Cost 
Craftsmanship (Is it 
well made?) 
price size uses 
Handmade Cute Small 
Significance to me Aesthetics Materials used 
Price If I'll use it Appearance 
How cool it is Location look  
Design   
Cultural significance Price Quality of material 
Name of the place 
How long i will keep 
it 
Affordable 
Things i need Cool collectables Things i want 
Unique or iconic of 
the visit 
Quiality Price 
Price Avalibility Uniqueness 
Unique to the places Specialty Price 
If I like it Price 
Size (if it will fit in my 
luggage) 
Will I like it later Price Design 
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How well does it 
represent the place it is 
from 
Color Quality 
Has the location 
name 
Price Design 
Memories Quality of item Price 
Something reflect 
the most famous places 
Low-cost 
Not heavy- Light 
weight 
Quality Price 
Ease of transporting 
home 
If I like it price convenient 
Is it relevant to the 
trip 
Quality Cost 
Uniqueness Beauty Cost 
Price 
Ability to collect 
similar item at another 
location 
Having decided on 
the item before the trip 
Color Size TSA Legalization 
Remembrance Significance Price 
Native products cultural connection universality 
value cost practicality 
Price Uniqueness I like it 
Style Color Writing 
Price 
How often I would 
use the souvenir 
How it looks 
Price Has name on it Looks nice 
Price Use Transporting back 
Usefullness Price 
Ability to be 
transported easily 
What it looks like Price Usefulness 
Item Price  
What the object is How much it costs Packaging 
Origin of item Relevance to area Price 
interesting meaningful price 
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Quality Price 
Easy to travel with 
me or not 
Useful Remarkable Price 
memorable useful pretty 
meaning price size 
Price Practicality Suitability 
Local Features size price 
meaning   
If the person will like 
it 
Price Specialty 
 
 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
The third
The second
The most important
The aspects that affected participants’ souvenir decision-making and the 
approximately numbers of they being mentioned
price usefulness appearance quality uniqueness portability durability personal preferences
PEOPLE
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Do you prefer to see your native language on the souvenir, or 
language of the place you traveled to?
My native language Language of the place I traveled Both
95
PEOPLE
421
PEOPLE
426
PEOPLE
0
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
Strongely disagree Disagree No preference Agree Strongely agree
I prefer souvenir packaging design to contain narrative and 
imagery representing the culture.
I prefer souvenir packaging design to contain narrative and imagery representing the culture.
PEOPLE
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Strongely disagree Disagree No preference Agree Strongely agree
0
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
If the souvenir packaging is well designed, I will keep it. 
If the souvenir packaging is well designed, I will keep it.
PEOPLE
Strongely disagree Disagree No preference Agree Strongely agree
0
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
The souvenir packaging affects my purchasing decision. 
The souvenir packaging affects my purchasing decision.
PEOPLE
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
4
3
2
1
Which of the following will appeals the most to you on souvenir packaging design? 
(please rank your order of preference, with most preferred at the top) (Unit: Person)
Photography of the culture2 Character or mascot of the culture
Typography Illustration represent the culture
PEOPLE
ORDER
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Please write down three things which you can visualize  
when thinking of Taiwan: 
 
Mountains Food market Mopeds 
Mountains Lanterns Street food 
Color People Food 
101 Motorcycle Nightmarket 
Trees Airport General landscape 
night 
markets/food 
mountains Tainan台南 
Vegetarian 
food (齋) 
My Taiwanese friends 
Min Nan Chinese 
dialect 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
5
4
3
2
1
What aspect of other cultures intrigue you the most? 
(rank the following in order of preference, most preferred at the top)
Language History Food / drink Stories / folklore Nature / landscape
ORDER
PEOPLE
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
No
Yes
Hane you ever travel to Taiwan?
Series 1
PEOPLE
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Culture Buildings People 
MRT street vendors tall buildings 
Food Friendly people Nice weather 
Friendly 
People 
Delicious Night Market Street 
Food 
Taipei 101 
Taipei 101 Alisan Food 
building motorcycle food 
Night 
market 
Busy traffic Flag of ROC 
Food Mountain People 
night 
market 
food cheap 
Night 
market 
Bubble tea Sun Moon Lake 
nature culture food 
Food Weather Nice people 
Sweet 
potato 
Bubble tea Street food 
 
 
Please write down the color you think best present Taiwan and why: 
 
Green  
 
lush mountains and fields of rice 
Red  
Red  
Red, blue, white  flag 
Red  
green 
Outside of large cities, the mountains are covered in vegetation 
and there are trees and plants everywhere. 
Red  because it's a big part of the flag of Taiwan 
Blue water and sky's 
red  because it was all over for Chinese New Year 
Blue and red because those color appear in Taiwan's flag 
Blue and Red  the national flag of Taiwan 
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Red because red always represents Chinese 
Green, red  
Mountain because there are many mountain in Taiwan 
black night market 
Teal (is a medium-
saturated, blue-green 
color) 
The island seems like this color from the satellite imagery and is 
also the mix color of the two biggest political parties 
green  nature's color 
No preference  
Green it's Formosa! 
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Color Count Reason 
Red 9  color of Taiwan flag 
 Chinese New Year 
 represent Chinese 
Green 6  lush mountains and fields of rice 
 trees and plants everywhere 
 it's Formosa! 
Blue 4  color of Taiwan flag 
 water and sky 
White 1  color of Taiwan flag 
Black 1  night market 
Teal 1  The island seems like this color from the satellite 
imagery and is also the mix color of the two biggest 
political parties. 
 
 
Lots of food, clothes, just a bunch of 
everything 
Postcards 
snacks, tea leaves, etc. 
Shirt 
tea, candy, stuffed toys, new years 
cards,magnet, coaster, stationery, 
Food 
Instant Noodle that has meat in it, 
Pineapple cookies, black colour eggs "tie 
dan" 
Food, Key Chain and etc 
pineapple cake 
太陽餅 鳳梨酥 
Snack 
Chinese chess 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
No
Yes
Have you ever bought any souvenir from Taiwan? 
If yes, what was it? (could be several)
PEOPLE
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Nougat, Pineapple cakes, postcards...... 
(I'm a Taiwanese. I bought these as a gift 
for my foreign friends.) 
towel 
Souvenirs from the Palace Museum 
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APPENDIX D. PACKAGING FIELD SURVEY OF PACKAGES PICTURES 
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APPENDIX E. CULTURAL INVESTIGATION WEBSITE ADDRESS 
Popular Taiwanese Souvenirs 
https://www.skyscanner.com.hk/news%20(最新消息)/台灣十大必買手信 
https://icarry.me/blog/2017/04/外國遊客必看-2017最新票選-台灣十大必買手信伴手禮/ 
https://fangshiushiu.wordpress.com/2011/05/20/台北十大推薦伴手禮-～top-10-recommended-
taipei-gifts-to-bring-home/ 
http://yontobt.pixnet.net/blog/post/199733368-【台灣伴手禮】原來外國遊客瘋的台灣味是這 
https://www.funtime.com.tw/blog/funtime/【台灣必買伴手禮】外國人眼中這幾樣伴手禮超
搶 
https://www.mook.com.tw/article.php?op=articleinfo&articleid=6537 
https://blog.kkday.com/8300/asia-taiwan-taipei-mustbuy 
https://www.travelvui.com/taiwan/taipei/10-best-cultural-souvenirs-to-bring-back-from-taipei/ 
https://www.gpsmycity.com/articles/81-taipei-souvenirs-8-uniquely-taiwanese-products-to-
bring-home.html 
http://www.absolutechinatours.com/Taiwan-attractions/what-buy-taiwan-3128.html 
 
Popular Tourists’ Destinations in Taiwan 
https://www.insightguides.com/destinations/asia-pacific/taiwan/top-attractions 
http://theplacesmusttravel.blogspot.com/2011/07/10-most-famous-landmarks-in-taiwan.html 
http://missrachelnina.pixnet.net/blog/post/137249609-旅遊❤外國人最愛台灣的 13個地方 
http://jia945.pixnet.net/blog/post/245382446-老外愛台灣絕美 20景點 
http://www.toeic900.com.tw/老外瘋台灣：「美麗寶島」的十大必訪景點（下）/ 
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APPENDIX F. PROTOTYPE SURVEY ANALYSIS 
Yes / No 
Are you Taiwanese?  
Have you grown up in Taiwan?  
Have you ever been to Taiwan? 
 
Prototype A  
landscape topic in photographic style 
Prototype B  
History topic in photographic style 
Prototype C  
Landscape topic in illustrative style 
Prototype D  
History topic in illustrative style 
#1 N 
N 
N 
D 
B 
C 
A 
#2 N 
N 
N 
D 
C 
B 
A 
#3 N 
N 
N 
B 
D 
C 
A 
#4 Y 
Y 
Y 
D 
C 
B 
A 
#5 N 
N 
N 
B 
A 
D 
C 
#6 N 
N 
N 
D 
C 
A 
B 
#7 N 
N 
N 
D 
C 
A 
B 
#8 N 
N 
Y 
D 
C 
A 
B 
#9 N 
N 
N 
D 
C 
B 
A 
#10 N 
N 
N 
C 
D 
B 
A 
#11 N 
N 
Y 
A 
B 
C 
D 
#12 N 
N 
N 
C 
B 
D 
A 
#13 N 
N 
Y 
D 
C 
B 
A 
#14 N 
N 
N 
B 
D 
A 
C 
#15 N 
N 
N 
C 
D 
B 
A 
#16 N 
N 
N 
D 
A 
C 
B 
#17 N 
N 
N 
B 
A
  
D
  
C 
#18 N 
N 
N 
D 
C 
B 
A 
#19 Y 
Y 
Y 
C 
D 
A 
B 
#20 N 
N 
N 
D 
C 
B 
A 
#21 N 
N 
N 
D 
C 
A 
B 
#22 N 
N 
Y 
C 
D 
A 
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B 
#23 N 
N 
N 
C 
D 
A 
B 
#24 N 
N 
Y 
B 
A 
C 
D 
#25 Y 
Y 
Y 
D 
C 
B 
A 
#26 Y 
Y 
Y 
D 
A 
C 
A 
#27 Y 
Y 
Y 
B 
A 
D 
C 
#28 N 
N 
Y 
D 
C 
B 
A 
#29 Y 
Y 
Y 
D 
A 
C 
B 
#30 Y 
Y 
Y 
D 
A 
B 
C 
#31 Y 
Y 
C 
B 
Y D 
A 
#32 N 
N 
Y 
A 
B 
C 
D 
#33 Y 
Y 
Y 
C 
D 
A 
B 
#34 N 
N 
Y 
D 
C 
A 
B 
 
 
 
 
 34 Participanis 
(Percentages in  
each ranking) 
First Second Third Last 
A: Landscape topic in 
photographic style 
9% 26% 29% 35% 
B: Landscape topic in 
illustrative style 
19% 15% 35% 32% 
C: History topic in 
photographic style 
20% 33% 24% 24% 
D: History topic in 
illustrative style 
52% 26% 12% 9% 
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Comparing groups 17 Participants who  
had been to Taiwan 
17 Participants who  
have not been to Taiwan 
(Percentages in  
each ranking) 
1st 2nd 3rd Last 1st 2nd 3rd Last 
A: Landscape topic 
in photographic style 
18% 29% 29% 24% 0% 18% 29% 52% 
B: Landscape topic 
in illustrative style 
12% 12% 35% 40% 24% 12% 35% 30% 
C: History topic in 
photographic style 
18% 35% 29% 18% 24% 41% 18% 18% 
D: History topic in 
illustrative style 
52% 24% 7% 18% 52% 29% 18% 0% 
 
 
 17 Participants who had been to Taiwan 
Comparing groups 9 Taiwanese 8 Non-Taiwanese 
(Percentages in  
each ranking) 
1st 2nd 3rd Last 1st 2nd 3rd Last 
A: Landscape topic 
in photographic style 
0% 45% 22% 33% 23% 11% 34% 22% 
B: Landscape topic 
in illustrative style 
11% 11% 34% 22% 11% 23% 22% 34% 
C: History topic in 
photographic style 
33% 22% 22% 45% 11% 45% 34% 0% 
D: History topic in 
illustrative style 
56% 22% 22% 0% 45% 11% 0% 34% 
 
 
 
Info Ranking Feedback 
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#1 N 
N 
N 
D 
B 
C 
A 
D 
 I personally like illustration, hand drawing, flashy color/  
 It shows ethnicity 
 It shows where it’s from and what the product is 
 It looks like it’s home made 
 She looks like a nice lady saying that we grow these pineapples and we made 
these pastries 
 I like to know what is actually in the package 
 It show the idea of this is a delicious pineapple pastry 
 Local art/ Product base 
 
B 
 I like the illustration, and the contrast of purple and yellow 
 The illustration looks too professional which take away the homy feeling 
 The texture of illustration looks futuristic, which doesn’t fit with pineapple pastry 
 It more like tourist item 
 Simplify design/ The beauty of the landscapes 
 
C 
 The lady doesn’t looks disconnect with other parts of the images 
 It show the idea of this is a delicious pineapple pastry 
 Product base 
 
A 
 It looks more like postcard, doesn’t read as pineapple pastry 
 It more like tourist item 
 The beauty of the landscapes 
#2 N 
N 
N 
D 
C 
B 
A 
D 
 I’m gravitated by red, it has correlation with food and hunger 
 I prefer illustration version, illustration is not too serious which fit with dessert 
types of products 
 I get more a bout the culture 
 there’s a lot of Chinese characters/ looks more traditional 
C 
 I like the red color 
 I get more a bout the culture 
 there’s a lot of Chinese characters/ looks more traditional 
B 
 I won’t know this is for pineapple pastry 
 looks modern/ hipster/ looks like can be found in Walmart 
A 
 I won’t know this is for pineapple pastry 
 looks modern/ hipster/ looks like can be found in Walmart 
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#3 N 
N 
N 
B 
D 
C 
A 
B 
 I like it have less realistic looking 
 I like its simplicity and it’s yellow color 
 The color associate with pineapple even if the image doesn’t 
 Realistic/ Landscape 
D 
 I like it have less realistic looking 
 I also like the color, but different feeling 
 It’s kind of busy, I like it more simple 
 Portrait 
C 
 It feel like some vintage thing from 60’s or 50’s 
 I like it looks between realistic and unrealistic 
 Realistic/ Landscape 
A 
 The image doesn’t associate with pineapple pastry 
 Landscape 
#4 Y 
Y 
Y 
D 
C 
B 
A 
D 
 It is clear that it’s pineapple pastry 
 Chinese characters are unique and can draw tourists’ attention 
 Red is a good color for souvenir 
 I personally like cartoon style 
 It let me feel cheerful and casual which fit with the food product, pineapple pastry let me 
feel friendly and kind 
 Cartoon/ abstract  
C 
 It is clear that it’s pineapple pastry 
 Chinese characters are unique and can draw tourists’ attention 
 Red is a good color for souvenir 
 Photograph 
B 
 Don’t look like it’s for pineapple pastry 
 The illustration looks nice 
 Cartoon, abstract/ Showing how Taiwan look like 
A 
 Don’t look like it’s for pineapple pastry 
 Looks like it’s for postcard or mug 
 Photograph/ Showing how Taiwan look like 
#5 N 
N 
N 
B 
A 
D 
C 
B 
 I like its dark and rich color skin, and the animated style 
 For souvenir, I don’t like there’s product photo on the package, The package itself is more 
important than the product 
 I prefer modern,animated, colorful 
 landscape/ higher price 
A 
 It have more real live pictures 
 Looks new and modern 
 landscape/ higher price 
D 
 It show native woman and other elements 
 people/ historical/ lower price 
C 
 It show native woman and other elements 
 The actual picture make it looks old school, looks like advertisement in the 80’s  
 people/ historical/ lower price 
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#6 N 
N 
N 
D 
C 
A 
B 
D 
 It’s more relate to the product 
 The illustration have better contrast than B, shows more clear 
 The illustration pineapple pastry looks more tasty 
 focus on the product, the farm, natural scene/ have more details 
C 
 It’s more relate to the product 
 real picture/ focus on the product, the farm, natural scene 
A 
 The real picture is easier to recognize the place than C 
 It’s like for every types of Taiwan products, not specific for pineapple pastry 
 real picture 
B 
 It’s hard to recognize the places 
 It’s like for every types of Taiwan products, not specific for pineapple pastry 
 a simply style of illustration 
#7 N 
N 
N 
D 
C 
A 
B 
D 
 It’s more relate to the product 
 I like the brighter color, it pups more 
 I like having the woman represented on them, I like to see the person for Taiwan, I like it 
have character on it 
 I like it have pineapple pastry that show it is for that product 
 showing agriculture process/ the food industry/ animated, illustrated 
C 
 It’s more relate to the product 
 I like having the woman represented on them, I like to see the person for Taiwan, I like it 
have character on it 
 showing agriculture process/ the food industry 
A 
 I like this one seems more real, help me see distinctive features 
 This one have more detail than C 
 Doesn’t look like it’s for pineapple pastry 
 This looks like postcard 
 landmarks 
B 
 Doesn’t look like it’s for pineapple pastry 
 This looks like postcard 
 animated, illustrated/ landmarks 
#8 N 
N 
Y 
D 
C 
A 
B 
D 
 I like the color, it have more contrast than B 
 looks more natural and gentle 
C 
 The image looks more complicated than A 
A 
 I like this have more detail than C 
 It doesn’t relate to pineapple pastry 
B 
 It doesn’t relate to pineapple pastry, but the color helps 
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#9 N 
N 
N 
D 
C 
B 
A 
D 
 This have nostalgia looks which makes it looks more delicious 
 This image looks more unified and simplified than B  
C 
 This have nostalgia looks which makes it looks more delicious 
 The color looks too fancy 
B 
 The yellow color more relate to pineapple 
 It can been seen more often from places 
A 
 The intensive texture doesn’t looks appealing to me 
 This doesn’t seems to relate to pineapple pastry 
 It can been seen more often from places 
 looks like image for board game 
#10 N 
N 
N 
C 
D 
B 
A 
C 
 Can be associate with food, pineapple pastry 
 traditional food/ looks like fruit calendar/ old Japanese style 
D 
 Can be associate with food, pineapple pastry 
 This type of drawing style can be see more often in Taiwan 
 traditional food/ looks like fruit calendar/ old Japanese style 
B 
 Can’t associate with the product 
 The colors are less which make it more clear to be recognized 
 I like it looks more simple than A 
 Can be use for some other products 
 Taiwan famous places/ tourist attractions 
A 
 Can’t associate with the product 
 too dark and not clear 
 Can be use for some other products 
 Taiwan famous places/ tourist attractions 
#11 N 
N 
Y 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
 I like the color 
 I like more realistic images other than animated 
 I have less interest with this type of scene because I see a lot in America 
 realistic/ scenery 
B 
 I like the color, my favorite colors are purple and pink, and I like sunrise and sunset 
 artistic/ surrealism/ scenery 
C 
 I don’t need too much pineapple pastry informations on the package, its too much 
 realistic/ agriculture 
D 
 I don’t need too much pineapple pastry informations on the package, its too much 
 artistic/ surrealism/ agriculture 
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#12 N 
N 
N 
C 
B 
D 
A 
C 
 I like the contrast and bright color 
 It feels like Taiwan to me 
 I like the mix of photographs and non-photographs 
 ingredient/ farming / old fashion, traditional graphic style 
B 
 I like the color 
 Doesn’t show Taiwan as much as B to me 
 looks like national park poster 
D 
 ingredient/ farming/ contemporary graphic style 
A 
 The color is kinda tone down 
 doesn’t feel like a tourists take home thing, it doesn’t seems to relate to Taiwan to me 
 photographic 
#13 N 
N 
Y 
D 
C 
B 
A 
D 
 I like this have the product picture 
 I like drawing better than actual photo 
 traditional character makes it looks ethnic and  like it’s from Taiwan 
 traditional relate to food better 
 I like the Chinese character and the picture of the product on it 
 a bit stereotypical 
 drawing/ traditional 
C 
 I like this have the product picture 
 The lady’s face looks scary 
 traditional character makes it looks ethnic and  like it’s from Taiwan 
 I like the Chinese character and the picture of the product on it 
 a bit stereotypical 
 traditional 
B 
 I don’t get what the product is inside 
 I like the color and Taipei 101 which makes me thinks of Taiwan  
 looks western 
 it’s look like it’s for postcard 
 modern feel 
 drawing/ modern 
A 
 I don’t get what the product is inside 
 looks western 
 it’s look like it’s for postcard 
 modern 
#14 N 
N 
N 
B 
D 
A 
C 
B 
 I like its simplicity 
 personality like the image 
 I like the food package to looks more upscale 
D 
 it’s too complicated  
 the lady fits with other images better than B, it’s more clear 
A 
 It looks massy 
 looks like refrigerator magnet 
C 
 it’s massy 
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#15 N 
N 
N 
C 
D 
B 
A 
C 
 real person and items can associate, memorize more to the food and the place 
 I like it’s historical feeling 
 I like the package can be associate to the product 
 Old Shanghai retro style 
D 
 looks more cartoon, associate less than B 
 Old Shanghai retro style 
B 
 doesn’t looks like food, more like key ring or puzzle 
 I like illustration better 
 the color is rich than A 
 I like the clean illustration style 
A 
 doesn’t looks like food, more like key ring or puzzle 
#16 N 
N 
N 
D 
A 
C 
B 
D 
 I like the drawing style of packaging 
 Its style looks like it’s from modern age, nowadays 
A 
 the editing photos looks nice, and I like the colors, I like the compositing 
 this one have more details 
C 
 this looks its from the older age than D 
 The fruit images are not clear 
 It looks dated, like Japanese adverting in 60’s 
B 
 I don’t like this types of clean illustration 
#17 N 
N 
N 
B 
A  
D  
C 
B 
 I like the color and contrast 
 looks like a part of the culture 
 looks fancy 
 I feel pineapple pastry from the color, color bring up the taste(synesthesia) 
 feel calm and invited 
A  
 I like this looks relaxed 
 looks like an easy to find stock photo 
 it feels like its for deodorant, wine 
 feel calm and invited 
 busier than C 
D  
 It’s too busy 
 looks cheap 
 I have no connection with the person, I don’t want to see person face (like celebrity ) 
 text heavy, busy 
 the color works better than B, looks more easier 
C 
 looks cheap 
 text heavy, busy 
 the photograph style looks too detail, too much  
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#18 N 
N 
N 
D 
C 
B 
A 
D 
 It more relate to pineapple 
 the cartoon really speaks out to me, I’m more draw to animated things 
 it looks more authentic 
 it looks more comfortable, more inviting 
 drawing make it seems like older, because there’s not much photo in older age, they use 
drawing instead picture to make packages 
 this got different character on it 
 it’s nice to have the product photo, and pineapple on it 
 showing fruit make it looks natural 
 looks have more history 
 much warm feeling than having the picture of the city 
 I more care about the history, culture, people 
 can remind more memory 
C 
 her face looks creepy, her smile looks fake to me 
 this looks fake to me 
 this got different character on it 
 it’s nice to have the product photo, and pineapple on it 
 showing fruit make it looks natural 
 looks have more history 
 I more care about the history, culture, people 
B 
 have nothing to do with pineapple, no association 
 this looks like postcard 
 this can be for anything 
 only have English 
A 
 have nothing to do with pineapple, no association 
 this looks like postcard 
 this can be for anything 
 only have English 
 the photo is too sharp 
#19 Y 
Y 
Y 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
 I like it to be realistic than drawing, I like it to be more real 
 have more Taiwan feeling, farm and farmer 
 if for food packaging, farm feel more like Taiwan than city 
 I care there have product on the package 
 local, native feeling 
D 
 have more Taiwan feeling, farm and farmer 
 I care there have product on the package 
 local, native feeling 
A 
 the compositing of several landmarks is good 
 doesn’t relate to pineapple pastry 
 looks more like for item, likes for poker cards 
B 
 doesn’t relate to pineapple pastry 
 looks more like for item, likes for poker cards 
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#20 N 
N 
N 
D 
C 
B 
A 
D 
 this one show more like design, not just photograph, looks more original and creative 
 I like it show the pineapple because it relate to the product 
 design, creative/ traditional drawing/ focus on pineapple pastry 
C 
 I like it show the pineapple because it relate to the product 
 I like to see the real product photo on package 
 photograph/ focus on pineapple pastry 
B 
 can not connect to the product 
 this one is more like design, more creative than A 
 it’s nice for Taiwanese souvenir, but not specific for pineapple pastry 
 design, creative/ digital drawing/ focus on landscape 
A 
 can not connect to the product 
 this is like postcard 
 photograph/ focus on landscape 
#21 N 
N 
N 
D 
C 
A 
B 
D 
 it relate to pineapple pastry, I want to see something about pineapple 
 I prefer this because it’s cuter 
 drawing/ relate to the product 
C 
 it relate to pineapple pastry I want to see something about pineapple 
 photograph/ relate to the product 
A 
 i prefer to see the actual building 
 photograph/ looks like for object like cup, mug 
B 
 the illustration style its hard to recognize that this is Taiwan than A 
 drawing/ looks like for object like cup, mug 
#22 N 
N 
Y 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
 it’s clear that you see what the pineapple pastry is, how it looks like inside 
 clear/ pineapple stands out 
 the Chinese character, Asian lady shows Taiwan 
D 
 it doesn’t really pup up as pineapple pastry 
 the background is dark 
 at least you know it’s pastry, but you don’t have a actual product photo 
 don’t get to see the real picture 
 the Chinese character, Asian lady shows Taiwan 
A 
 it’s not clear what it is 
 real picture is nicer than cartoon 
 dark, like its for perfume 
 Taipei 101 and the mountain shows Taiwan 
B 
 it’s not clear what it is 
 dark, like its for perfume 
 Taipei 101 and the mountain shows Taiwan 
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#23 N 
N 
N 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
 it present more Taiwan because you see the Chinese words, the picture of pineapple 
pastry, can see the historical 
 I prefer real person than drawing 
 the pineapple pastry looks more delicious than D 
 traditional 
 Chinese and pineapple pastry shows Taiwan 
D 
 it present more Taiwan because you see the Chinese words, the picture of pineapple 
pastry, can see the historical 
 traditional 
A 
 looks like it’s for poker or key chain 
 modern 
 I like landscape and this color 
B 
 looks like it’s for poker or key chain 
 modern 
 I like landscape and this color 
#24 N 
N 
Y 
B 
A 
C 
D 
B 
 l personally like scenery 
 I like this bright and sunny color better than A 
 I like the simple style 
 show the landmark 
A 
 l personally like scenery 
 this is delicate don’t have rich color, dark 
 show the landmark 
C 
 I like real person 
 I don’t like the product photo on package like advertisement 
 I like the package to be special not focus too much on the product so that I can preserve it 
as it’s own item 
 shows Taiwan humanities, custom 
 have a clear topic 
D 
 don’t really like comic style 
 for comic, I like it simple, and clear not too complicated colors 
 shows Taiwan humanities, custom 
 have a clear topic 
#25 Y 
Y 
Y 
D 
C 
B 
A 
D 
 I like it have pineapple pastry on it 
 nostalgia style, historical 
 I like its rich color 
C 
 I like it have pineapple pastry on it 
 I don’t like to see actual people face on it, I don’t like to se real thing 
 nostalgia style, historical 
 looks a bit dirty 
B 
 I like its rich color, clear 
 modern style 
 like postcard 
 looks like for tourism 
A 
 looks like HDR photo 
 have less contrast 
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 modern style 
 like postcard 
 looks like for tourism 
#26 Y 
Y 
Y 
D 
A 
C 
B 
D 
 I like the retrospective style 
 pineapple pastry 
 is more specific to the product not the whole feature of Taiwan 
A 
 looks more trustful than C 
 landmark 
C 
 I think her face looks creepy 
B 
 looks too likes it’s for business 
#27 Y 
Y 
Y 
B 
A 
D 
C 
B 
 looks like postcard, I like sensory 
 this one stands out more than A 
 brighter than A 
 looks like it’s for local people 
 looks fancy 
 focus on designing the beauty 
A 
 looks like postcard, I like sensory 
 this is too detail, too much thing 
 too dark 
 the compositing looks unreal 
 looks like it’s for local people 
 looks fancy 
 focus on designing the beauty 
D 
 looks more cohesive 
 looks local, looks like it’s for foreigners  
 I like it have product photo 
 the person make it looks more welcome 
 showing it makes by real pineapple/ quality assurance 
C 
 I don’t like seeing a real person on it, she looks like she’s from old age, don’t have much 
interest buying old stuffs 
 looks local, looks like it’s for foreigners  
 I like it have product photo 
 the person make it looks more welcome 
 showing it makes by real pineapple/ quality assurance 
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#28 N 
N 
Y 
D 
C 
B 
A 
D 
 it is more colorful, more tasty than B 
 have Taiwan tradition feeling, the Chinese character, farm 
 more cartoon 
 promote pineapple pastry, traditional culture 
 looks classic 
C 
 this have pineapple pastry on it 
 more realistic 
 promot pineapple pastry 
 looks classic 
B 
 it look like Europe 
 doesn’t show pineapple pastry 
 looks modern like card 
 looks more up scale 
 promote Taiwan, modern culture 
 more cartoon 
 looks more delicate 
A 
 it look like Europe 
 doesn’t show pineapple pastry 
 promote Taiwan 
 more realistic 
 looks more delicate 
#29 Y 
Y 
Y 
D 
A 
C 
B 
D 
 have nostalgia feeling is good 
 drawing 
 looks really Taiwan local tradition, Chinese character, fruit, island 
A 
 the realistic one is prettier than C 
 the places are clear 
 looks high quality 
 realistic 
 looks really for tourist 
 like postcard 
C 
 have nostalgia feeling 
 too realistic, I don’t like it, looks too tacky 
 realistic 
 looks really Taiwan local tradition, Chinese character, fruit, island 
B 
 the yellow looks weird 
 not clear 
 realistic 
 drawing 
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#30 Y 
Y 
Y 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
 have a lots of things going on, detail, interesting, I like the drawing, cute, cartoon 
 pineapple pastry, fruit, our  fruits are awesome 
A 
 the sensory is really pretty 
 the real photo for scenery is prettier than the drawing one 
 showing Taiwan feature 
B 
 illustration doesn’t work well for scenery 
 showing Taiwan feature 
C 
 I don’t like there’s a actual person watching me 
 real photo, fruit photo looks tacky 
 pineapple pastry, fruit, our  fruits are awesome 
 looks like movie poster, too realistic 
#31 Y 
Y 
Y 
A 
D 
B 
C 
A 
 have Taiwan feature landmarks 
 looks like its come for Taiwan 
 more like for tourist, sell in airport 
D 
 looks Taiwan local feeling 
 for pineapple pastry 
 it’s clear 
 Chinese character show Taiwan 
 historical 
 Taiwan old store 
B 
 the image is not clear 
C 
 too realistic, a real person face looks weird 
#32 N 
N 
Y 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
 I like the real scenery 
 this one is simple 
 I already know pineapple pastry so I don’t care if there’s product photo on the package 
 the beauty of Taiwan, the city, scenery 
B 
 I also like the scenery 
 this one is simple 
 the cartoon form is hard to see the beauty 
C 
 old fashion design 
 I prefer realistic 
 a lot of things going on, characters 
 my favorite color is purple, but I don’t really care about it when I buy stuffs 
 the country side of Taiwan, farmer, flesh food 
D 
 old fashion design 
 a lot of things going on, characters 
 the country side of Taiwan, farmer, flesh food 
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#33 Y 
Y 
Y 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
 I like real image, realistic 
 I like pineapple have human figure that firs better with food 
 I like brighter colors 
 looks like countryside, harmonious, kind farmer 
D 
 it looks like drawing 
 looks like countryside, harmonious, kind farmer 
A 
 it have both modern and old 
 it is realistic practical, I like more detail 
 building don’t relate to pineapple pastry 
 city and traditional, abstract 
 more concrete 
B 
 city and traditional, abstract 
#34 N 
N 
Y 
D 
C 
A 
B 
D 
 more traditional, looks like Taiwan local specialty 
 The Chinese character word pineapple pastry show Taiwan feature 
 I like cartoon style better than realistic 
 historical 
C 
 more traditional, looks like Taiwan local specialty 
 The Chinese character word pineapple pastry show Taiwan feature 
 real person 
A 
 doesn’t fi with pineapple pastry 
 looks too modern 
 more detail for scenery 
 high scale 
 present Taiwan development 
B 
 doesn’t fi with pineapple pastry 
 looks too modern 
 
 
 
